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ON HIGH ENERGY ~EUTRINO PHYSICS 

1,1. A. ~,1arkov 

A new branch of physics-high energy neutrino pl1ysics - is likely to appear in the nearest future. At 

present a discussion of experimental possibilities of observation of varions reactions with high energy 

neutrino seerr:s already be very essential. 

Dossible experi::Jental r:__esults, ·:;hich will be spoken about below, are not excluded to he able 

to play a decisive par.t when constructing future theory of ele::-:entary p.:uticles . 

As is known, weak four- fer:'lion interactions lead to cross-sections of reactions with a square 

energy dependence (in the center of :nass system of colliding particles ). 

( l ) 

From the point of view of the recent formalism, the cross-section ( 1 ) is correct up to the energy 

10 11 eV in the center of ::1ass syste:'l, as the perturbation theory, with whose help the cross-section 

( l ) is obtained, is valid up to the lengths 

-1{, 
""'C:,6. 10 em. 

where C -characteristic constant of weak interactions. 

( 2 ) 

The question arises - how far does the square increase of the weak interaction cross-sections in 

teal effectsl/2/ proceed with the energy? In other words, are of any physical meaning in the real 

space for example lengths of the order of the characteristic lengths of weak four-fermion interactions; 

or does the universal length of the larger di:nension ( as is required by strong interactions ) exist, 

which cuts off the weak interaction cross-sections earlier than the limit established here by the app

lication of the perturbation theory. 

Unfortunately, energies 10~·1 eV in the center of mass system at least in the nearest years will 

not be accessible for experimentalists ( i.e. counter beams with the energy 1011 eV ), therefore the 

questions put should be answeered in some indirect way. 

One of such indirect ways is connected with consideration of high effects of the perturbation 

theory of weak interactions,_ which in intermediate states allows whatever large momenta. 

A number of the like effects was theoretically analysed ( Pontecorvo 
3
/, Asanov, Valuev4/ and 

Ioffe51) with the supposition that the momenta of the intermediate states are cut off for such !( < v 
:nax ~~ 
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of the ultimate = 103 1\1 /'( , which gives the maximum value of the considered effect being 

not contradictory to experimental data. 

These effects are of the type 

+ + 
4. r + n- n +e. Y" .e 

Krnax < ~00 IYIIY 

+ - + -fi +f.- e + F 
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v e. t<. 
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e .e. 
4 r~ -e+ D r'b"" 

/"(-~ e.. K,.,ax <50 M!V 

The immediate conclusion from the given estimations rather proves that the momenta are cut off 

in the intermediate states by some factor which effect for smaller momenta than those for which the 

perturbation theory could be suspected as not applied. 

Analysing these results, lepton-baryon effects should separated from lepton-lepton effects. 

' 

I 
l 

I 
j 
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Lepton-Barton Interactions 

The point of view becomes lately very probable that four-fermion interactions with the participa

tion of baryons for example for the vector variant ('weak" electrodynamics ) are cut off by the same 

Hofstadter form-factor, i.e. on the lengths 

~ ).10-14 em. 

It is naturally to suppose that the total interaction ( v- A ) is cut off by the same form-factor, 

though the last statement is a new hypothesis. 

For these suppositions the effects of the type are small and agree with the experiment. 

For the neutrino of energy .-..J l BeV the cross-sections of effects of the type 

Y+ P-- ( 3) 

beco::-:e of the order of 10-
38 

cm2. As to higher energies the further increase of the cross-section 

v:ith the energy ( l ) is essentially modified by the form-factor6/. The application of the extrapola

tion of LJofstadter iorm-factor (which is actually not quite lawful ) in the region of such large momenta 

leads to the constant cross-section l0-38cm2 for large energy values. 

Lepton-Lepton Interactions 
:.:-_-::;-:_--::-:::-=~-:---::: ::-:-:-:;::- = =----=---=--::-=-=---::-_::.__-=--~ 

For lepton-lepton interactions of the type 

( 4 ) 

the expression for the cross-section in the center of mass system has the same form ( l ). Consi

derations as to the limitation of the energy increase of the cross-sections of the four-fermion lepton

baryon interactions are rather reasonable, but the limitation of lepton-lepton interactions by the charac

teristic nucleon, or pion lengths may be considered at present from the point of view of common theore-

tical ideas as little probable. 

There is a different situation for example with the non-linear theory of Heisenberg type. 
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The question arises: how do really lepton-lepton interactions behave with the energy ? 

Cross-section ( 1 ) in the laboratory coordinate system becomes of the form: 

S IV m Ev. ( 5) 

Consequently, cross-sections for ( V e ) interactions for the given neutrino energy are 103 
_,. 

times smaller than the corresponding cross-sections of the neutrino-nucleon interactions. The last 

circumstance makes at present meaningless the attempt of detection of direct ( y e ) ~ ( f<- v ) 
interaction with the most powerful modern accelerators. 

But there are effects of neutrino interaction on 'bound' electrons, which conserve higher energy 

dependence of the cross-section at high enerqies and in the laboratory coordinate system. 

We gave an example of such eff~ct6( namely-neutrino V in the field of a nucleus :t scat-

tering, produces the pair €-ft+, -e-e+, fl+ft-, f<--f..-r i.e. the effect 

of the form 

V+~--l+ e-+e++v' '~ 6) 

Chou Kuang-chao (Dubna ) estimated this effect and obtained the cross-section in the form: 

s- 8 G"(le.z.)'- E.:!. fn E~ 
3 (c2.:n ) 3 y tn 

( 7 ) 

In case of effect ( y e ) ( y e ) for :1 = 80 and taking into account the screening of the 

Coulomb field of a nucleus by the shell electrons 

S'YL"' ~. ~o-"0 E 2.. v 

here E V is expressed in Be V. 

( 8 ) 

At neutrino energies Cv """ 5.109 eV cross-section ( 8) for 6..;~ already compared 

with the expected according to ( 3 ) value of the maximum cross-section ~ 0 v r 

• As at little collision parameters the Hofstadter formfactor Is unknown, the cross-section 0 ytl. may 

drop quloker with neutrino energy/l/ and at energy ~ ,.., 10 BeV for example, may be that Oy.c.. ~ Oyp 
on lead deteotor. 

• 
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cmd for 10 3eV 

Approximately ( till the diferences in screening effects ) the like cross-sections in the region 
- + - +-

of the same energies are obtained for the effects with the production of pairs ft ft ) r e for 

neutrino scattering on the· Coulomb center. 

Theoretical consideration of lepton-lepton effects of the type 3.4 seems also to indicate that 

lepton-lepton interactions should be also cut off on the momenta, which are smaller than critical ones. 

Such types of effects are in the most detailed and consistent manner considered by B.I.Ioffe~ 

The decay 

proves to be most critical, as according to the existing experimental upper limit for this effect 

the critical momentum should be chosen 

ot.10_, ~ et( 

( 10 ) 

With further increase of the upper limit accuracy for the effect f< ._.. .f+( probability the value 

K may become still closer to the baryon mass value. max 

Certainly, statement of the J,act of such universality in cut off of all weak interactions on one length, 

close to that of pion or baryon, should be itself fundamentally for the theory of elementary particles. 

Unfortunately, the results of the preceeding analysis of the effects of weak lepton-lepton interactions 

are greatly ambiguous even if mathematical apparatus of the theory of weak interactions to momenta 

300 Bev is considered correct. 
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If the hypothesis is accepted that two kinds of neutrinoes ( \) f'- and V e. ) l/s/exist, the 

possibility of different effects of the considered type is substantially limited. 

One of the natural mechanisms able of cutting of the weak interaction cross-sections on the 

lengths close to those of baryons, would be the mechanism with the idea of intermediate vector me

son with the mass close to that of baryon. 
... 

lntennediate :aoson 

From dimension considerations the crude estimation for the cross-section of ve ctor meson produc

tion from neutrino in the Coulomb nuclear field ~ . is given by the expression* 

s ~ a- f_E_)l, G 
l1~r v 

(ll) 

,._ 
where G. = l constant of weak interaction, expressed in terms of the characteristic length 

, v -16 ~ ( "'(.... ,..,., 0.5 . 10 em). For iC "V 10 the cross-section ( 11 ) may be expected: 

- 10-35_, 10-36 cm2. ( 12 ) 

And if the considered charged vector boson weakly interacts with nucleons and pions, the more 

probable process of vector meson production is the pair production from photon in the Coulomb nuclear 

field. 

• 

0 

gf 0 0 ° ** 
The cross-sechon of such process· 1s g1ven m the form 

ds=(m~:rd..1,_d£(~v~r.~11/3 :; r~-.U+f~(l3) 

* First Indications to this effect seems to belong to Ponteoorvo and Ryndino Kiev Conference, 1969. 

** Here, as in ( t I ), corrections are necessary, as the production of partlcle,spalrs with such large mass 

takes place with the Impact parameters ~C.- (0-'[,., and thus In the region of relatively small energies t 
the cros8-8ectlon may be realtzed les8, e.g. .-. l but not ,.._ ;t_:t. 

' 
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where £ {;
0 

energy of the produced positive meson, c;{ -fine structure constant, ): -nuclear 

E ~ -31 2 
charge. For ""' 4 BeV, u -v 10 em . 

V K- and Ye. -neutrinoes 

The neutrino creating from the pion decay 3r- f< + V is usually asepted of the same nature 

as that creating for example, from the neutron decay 

n-P+v+e 
This hypothesis is not still experimentally proved. 

It is worth noting, that in case of difference of V ~ and V ~ - neutrinoes, the effects of 

the type J' ~ ~ + 0 could be prohibited and the question on the value of the critical momentum 

of weak interactions would be left open. 

Thus, the problems, settled above and connected with the character of weak interactions should be 

solved in the following turn: 

1. Intermediate meson 

2. Y ("- and Y .e._ neutrinoes 

3. Existence of interactions of the type ( V e. )( V e_ ) 

4. The value of the critical momentum of weak interactions -a/ for neutrino-baryon, b/ neutrino

lepton interaction. 

In this aspect experimental possibilities were considered both of the operating accelerators and 

cosmic rays. 

Possibilities of Accelerators 

Estimations of neutrino fluxes in accelerators, based on the statistic theory ( '3arashenkov, 

Hsieng Ding-chang, Dubna) give per one proton collision in the target ( EF ;:::: 10 10 eV ) 

1.10-B neutrino/cm2 with E.,)' 1 BeV at the distance of 50 meters from the target. These values 

are related to the angle 0°. For neutrino with E 7 2 BeV the neutrino flux density under the same 
v 

conditions is 10 times smaller. 
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1. 1ntem1ed1ate ~.teson 

Assuming the cross-section of production of the vector meson with the mass, equal to that of 

nucleon, for Ey > 2 BeV being equal tc '~: ·35 cm2, and assuming the accelerated proton flux 10
11

/sec, 

l event per 1 day* takes place in the detector target of the volume of l m
3 

and ~ ":> 10. Due to 
f<-t- y 

fast decay of the vector meson to e +\1 these events will be detected as 
, .. f'< - meson and 

electron production from neutral primary component of the beam. 

Under these conditions: 

E r- ,._ E v .-. 0, 5 e,~ v. 

with the distribution close to the isotropic one. 3arashenkov and Hsieng Ding-chang estimated photon 

beams for bevatrons (preprint, Dubna ). 

Per one proton-nucleon collision of protons with E. ""1010 !,leV at the distance of 50 meters 
I 

from the target ~ -quantum flux appears of about 10-6 ..£1!Jantg_ with the energy aUe to give 
"(cm)2. 

a pair of charged particles with the mass equal to that of a nucleon. 
u 

According to experimental data of the CERN accelerator (report made by Adams ) at the distance of 
ll -L 

100 meters from the target at the intensity lO protons per pulse l St.,. photons are produced 

with the energy "-' ll Be V. 

Under the same conditions the photon flux with t IV 5 Bev attains 2·l0-3cm-2 per pulse. 
~ 

The last value gives about 2 events per l hour for the production of the vector meson pair in 

the lead plate l em thick and with the surface of 102 cm2. 

The production of the pairs of vector mesons fastl y decaying into e Y and f< V means in 

reality another mechanism for the production of pairs -€+ f<--
1 

jt + r--. 
The last f<+/'1- with much larger cross-section will be produced in the same photon beam. 

9ut the characteristic properties of the considered effects may be used. For .f<- -mesons and 

electrons, produced from the decay of vector mesons of not too great velocities a great probability 

will be characteristic for the momenta directed to the second semi-sphere ( large angles ), the 

• Not taking Into account the magnetic focusing of pion beam. 

£ 

i 
~ 
j 
~ 
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energy of j'f1 (. -decay being ~~';ll: 0.5 BeY. ~ 

Pairs of /<+/(--mesons, resulting from direct photoproduction will be localized in small angles"'£,. 

r 
The selection of pairs f<+e with £,.~ ~ 0.5 BeY at large angles would be still more criti

cal. 

These properties of the considered effect are not excluded to be decisive for this eXperiment. 

It is worth emphasize, that the application of photon beams with modern proton accelerators is 

becoming or with further increase of intensities will become eXpedient. Proton-antiproton pairs will 

be produced approximately with the same cross-section* ( 13 ). 

An essential property of the production of charged 

cross-section for the production of even such particles as 

that for the production of nucleon pairs. 

particle pairs from photon is, that the --...... -hyperons is .almost the s·ame, like 

+ -In this sense the search of possible, according to Gell-Mann systematic, particles 2 _Q_ 
+ . . ' 

hyperons and "l.l"- -mesons and even multiply charged particles is expedient in the photon beam. 

Y r- - V, problem 

Basing on the previous estimations and having the accelerated proton flux 

may expect at the distance of 50 meters from the target the neutrino flux with 
"'103 cffi2. 

10 11 /sec, we 

Ev > 1 BeY .7 

Using in the target 1/10 of the number of primary protons, in 1 m3 of heavy detector 1/4 of 

event per one day takes place, i.e. the events of the tYPe: 

.. 
Y+p--. 

( without magnetic focusing ). 

* More exactly: 
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~eutr!~~:!;-~!)~o-~!~~~ractlons 

On the basis of the consideration of the effect ( V + Z and the increase of this e:fect with 

the energy ( 9 ) it would be of use to try to detect the effect of neutrino-leptn.l interactions at neut.ri 

no energies > 5 Be V. 

_.. 
The cross-section at E = 3 3ev reaches those expecteti for neutrino-nucleon interaction, and 

y 

at E "' 30 Bev reaches those on lead oo-36 c::-.2 ). Then the cross section ~;ay even beco~~e 
y 

greater than for neutrino-nucleon interaction , if the iast decreases with neutrino energy. Thus, it is 

expedient to investigate the neutrino-lepton interactions, :r.aking use the features of effect into con

sideration: a) ~ -dependence, b) creation of characteristic pairs of ( f<+€ ) kinJ, c) E..,-
-dependence. In this way the detection of neutrino-electron interactions in principle is the proble::. 

of the highest energy accelerators. ~ote that rational technical suggestion for characteristic /'( e. 
pairs detection could make this experiment expedient on bevatrons with intensity* l012 - :0

13 

particles per one sec. The last experiment would become essentially si:r.pler if y ~ =/= y ~ . 

It is worth emphasize that the considered events should be identified in the presence of cos:r,ic 

rays background, which gives on the Earth surface 10-2 ::.esons c:;2;sec with E ,.._~lOg eV :nd 

-4 -2 -· 10 neutrons c:r. sec approxbately with the sa:ne energy ( IV l '1eV ). 

Here the positive factor is the duration of the pulse in the :r.achine l0-
3 

sec. 

It is i:r.portant to note that the absolute nu::::ber of the decayed mesons ( i.e. the neutrino num

ber) increases with the increase of the distance from the acc::>l£>rntor target, but due to the qeorr:etry 

factor the neutrino flux density decreases ( it reaches its ::-.aximum i:nmeriiately near the target 1~. 

Even for the parallel pion beam the density of the decay neutrino beam has at some distance fro:n 

the target the :r.axirr:u::: value, and then decreases because onhe disturbance in the decay act of the 

-·c ·-J • Of ord~r of Qn.,,P C. Of"' C e .,vent per nn" day: th" number of n"utrtnoe" deor"a"""· fast with 
lnoreaslng of£,. 
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pa~'Jllel:z::: oi ihe p~:·:a:y bea -~ of - 'lj :Jr -::-;esons, tr<J:-Jsro:-:.~in<J .::nto neu'::inc bea.:: 1 • • 
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nu· .he: ~i co:·:espowLnrJ coums un le: the sa·--:e condition for the proton flux 10 11/sec. 

l ) In:e~ ·,erL-Jce ·:.eson - 1 count per an hou: . 

2 ) \) ....._ tt - P + t" 5-lO events per one Jay 
I pot~ 

3 ) \)+-a_ -l. + r--""" (-+--t- \) J ;v l event per one :-:onth 

netereneea 
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ON HlGH ENERGY NEUTR!NO PHYSICS IN COSMIC RAYS 

I.M. Zheleznykhx) and M.A. Markov 

The preliminary discussion of different estimations 1n general detected effects 

from neutr1noes in cosmic rays was given by us 1n the previous paperxx). 

The given paper contains the further corrections of estimations and the development 

of the problem on the whole. 
+ 

Let us consider, firstly, the neutrino flux creating from the decays of jr,-~esons 

produced in the Earth atmosphere from primary cosmic protons (i.e. the neutrinoes of 

Earth origin). The energy spectrum of cosmic neutr1noes (i.e. neutrinoes, coming to the 

Earth from the Universe) is unknown at the present time. And even here some considera

tions of quantitative character are possible. Thus, the considered below first estima

tions of effects, caused by high energy neutrinoes of the Earth origin are the lowest 

ones. 

For the decay 

§-- f+ v 
in the rest system of ~ -meson the energy of decayed neutrino 

M'- fv1'--
E .Jr- r- -- o,~3 M:r. 

v :. I\1.K 

(I) 

(2) 

Er""3;3cv (J) 

x) Physical Institute~of the U.s.s.R. Academy of Sciences. 

xx) I.M. Zheleznykh. "On interaction of high energy neutrinoes ~ cosmic rays with 
substance". Diploma, Moscow City Univ., 1958. 

I HAYqHo-TEXHHqECKAJI 
j ------
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Further, we assume, that at an average in the laboratory system the energy of the 

corresponding neutrino and ~-meson is connected by the same ratio (J). 

The neutrino energy spectrum was reduced. over the corresponding ~ -mesons energy 

spectrum. In the paperx) the experimental ~ -mesons energy spectrum at two hundred 

feet above the sea level is given up to the~ -meson energy rv 1012 eV. 

In different intervals the neutrino energy spectrum was approximated in the follow-

ing wa:~. 

In the regions: 1-J BeV 

3-30 ~e\/ 

30-100 a~v 

f(E~) = 1, 5.10-3 ci E.., 
I="'·-

5, 3.10-3 

= 5, '1.10-J. 

" 
dEv 
E J.,s

v 
dEv -E 3,.:t .., 

(4) 

The isotropy of neutrino flux and small value of the neutrino interaction cross-

section allow to suggest the experiment deep under the ground, separating reactions from 

neutrinoes, coming from the low semi-sphere, i.e. passing all the Earth. 

It is essential to note, that such an organization of the experiment, in principle; 

can completely exclude the cosmic-ray background. Charged particles do not pass . 

through the Earth and small-probable back reflections of ~ -mesons Ma:J be apparently 

separated using corresponding registrating schemes. In case of the experiment with 

accelerators the cosmic-ray background makes a problem for recent intensities of accele

rated particles. 

In the underground _experiment the relative smallness of the background allows to 

use large detector masses, that compensates to some extent the smallness of cosmic 

neutrino fluxes. 

Note, that the background due to the natural radioactivity in the ground may be 

avoided, using detectors with the threshold of the energy release detection, e.g. 0,5 Be~ 

x) F. Ashton. "Nature," ;!&2, 4110, p. J64. 
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1, Neutrino-!9cleon Interaction 

In the limits of existing experimental facta and theoretical ideas the following 

reactions mar be supposed: 

a) !'r- + n. - p + f<--(e-) 
b) 'Vr + p - ., + r+ (e.+J 

..... 
c) v,. -r n - '2:'- + r-+ (e.+-) (') 
d) 

,..., 
~" + ,.._.,. (e ... ) }r-+P -

e) . v,... + p - f\0 + r-f (e+) 
If Vr- and Ve are the same, both the production of e and f< ~esons are 

possible. 

The oroas-seotion of the interaction \) with nucleons, ma;r be, out off for 

exchange momenta, corresponding to nucleon dimensions and then the orose-eeotion for 

E.V ~ 1 BeV is f\J o, 8•lo-38 om2• P'or anti-neutrino the oro11-eeot1on for C 9' • l BeV is 

approximatel7 three times smaller, 

B7 integration (4) we get the total neutrino and anti-neutrino flux with the 

energies, larger than 1 BeV, that gives S {c.,> 1&ttJ) =4.10-sc,.,.-l.Jtc-'r~cr-·'. 
The number of events per 1 sec, in 100 m3 of the water is 

or one case per 7' d&Ts. If electrons are also produced, 1 event per 40 da71 in 103 m3 

of water takes place, 

Not onl1 produced in detector fl -meeone but from ad3aoent l&Tera of the ground 

are detected. Tha effect is strengthened due to the proportional1t7 patha of~ -meeona 

to the first degree of the enerS1• ror eleotrona it it muoh weaker, ror neutrino

nucleon interaction the contribution from a43aoent l&Ttrl 11 ot.the aue order, &I the 

effect in the detector (i~~. one ~=~ even per 20 da;re). 

If the interaction in oaae (') is not out off at nucleon wave length, the number 

of detected events is ' times greater, 
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II, Production of Lepton and Baryon Pair§ of Particles 

Lepton-Lepton Interaction 

The following effects are possible, when neutrino produces a pair of leptons in 

the nuclear field: 

If Yr and 

+ f z, 
y r + z - r- + e. + v e. + 
1'- + - ,...., z' 
'Yr-+Z- f +e. + vt+ 
v +Z- r++r--+ v~+z' _r - _, z' 
Vr-+Z.-(<--++f<--+ vr-+ · 

\)~are the same, the following processes will be added: 
1 I 

V + Z.. - e+ + e- + v + Z 
,..., + _ ~r 1 

y +Z -- e + e + v -+ Z . 

(7) 

(8) 

. Since small momenta of nuclear recoil in (7) and (8) are essential, the cross-sect~n 

does not depend on formfactor, The cross-section of such processes is supposedx) 

~= 
B ~l z.t 
3 ( ~Jr ) 3 131 ,_ 

E~ 1:= ttt-tn· 
(9) 

According to Chou Kuang-chao the account of 

For the cross-section, corresponding to (8) ~ 

screening changes the logarithm only 
E ~-- 183 - is changed to 'U'l ---;:;:- =J,J5 m z~3 

on lead in the region of energies we are conce~ned with, 
~ 

For production of ~ -mesons the minimum momentum of recoil is fL times larger, 

Therefore, in our case for reactions with production of two or one fL -meson the 

screeening is not essential, 

x) Chou Kuang-chao (Dubna), 

be 

-, 
·.-<'. 

The 

. For 

/(e 
If 
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-'(0 .t. 
~·or cs) o-= -=J,:J.1o E (on lead, £ in BeV). (10) 

J<'or (7) in lead 
-'10 2tn10~ 6"=1

1
9.10 E . c 

in "ground" ( Z = 1 o, A = J. o) 
G\ o -'12E'- /)._ -. s- = ()(. 1 o .1 0 vn 10 c. (11) 

In case of reactions (8) the neutrino flux gives 1 event per 6000 days in 100 m3 

of lead. 

Reactions (7) are of greater interest. Since the path of ~ -mesons with the 

energy up to 100 BeV is proportional to E , this circumstance leads to the resulting 

effect increasing as E 3 & 10 E , instead of E:l.tr, 10 E . 
Thus, the flux of fC- -mesons from "the pill·ow" (adjacent layers of the ground) 

becomes more essential here, th~ t~eir production in detector itself. 

The energy distribution of three leptons produced in reaction, is unknown. Yle 

shall suppose for estimations, that at an average we get 1/J of initial neutrino energy 

per one lepton. 

'rhen the path of ~ -mesons in the ground will be equal to ; 10:1.. E y (r,.,} 

( Ell in BeV) (we suppose, that in 100 em of the ground o, 5 BeV is lost). It should be 

taken into account, that the effective path depends on the angle 

(12) 

The number of mesons (N), passing through the surface ~ , taking into account the ,...., 
fact, that in reactions (7) the flux Y and V gives J K -mesons: 

3oo I 

N = 3Jr ]'{,""· 9 
A 

. ; 10:.$ 6"0 J 1{E) E
3
f.t, 10£ dE. 

1 

f=!t, A -;,o, 
~ {E) is taken from (4). 

If S= 10"tc""''-, f\/::::3,6.10-
8

stc- 1 

For the ground 

, i.e. 1 case per JOO days. 

(lJ) 
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as-section 

osedx) 

(9) 
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183 =3,35 
z"3 
1mes larger. 
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-'(0 .t 
~·or cs) o-= 1).10 E (on lead, £ in BeV). (10) 
r'or (7) in lead 

-'10 2.en 1 ~ o=1
1
9.10 E . Ot: 

j_n "ground" ( Z = 1 o, A = :l o) 
~ 8 -'1'- E~ 0 · - . s- = (}(., .1 0 1A'7 10 t;. (11) 

In case of reactions (8) the neutrino flux gives 1 event per 6000 days in 100 m3 

of lead. 

Reactions (7) are of greater interest. Since the path of ~ -mesons with the 

energy up to 100 BeV is proportional to E , this circumstance leads to the resulting 

effect increasing as E 3 
.fA, 10 E , instead of E~fm 10 fi . 

'fhus, the flux of ~ -mesons from "the pill·ow" (adjacent layers of the ground) 

becomes more essential here, than t~eir production in detector itself. 

The energy distribution of three leptons produced in reaction, is unknown. 1'/e 

shall suppose for estimations, that at an average we get 1/3 of initial neutrino energy 

per one lepton. 

'l'hen the path or fL -mesons in the ground win be equal to ; 10'" E v r~,.,) 
( E11 in BeV) (we suppose, that in 100 em of the ground o, 5 BeV is lost). It should be 

taken into account, that the effective path depends on the angle 

(12) 

The number of mesons (N), passing through the surface :) , taking into account the ,.... 
fact, that in reactions (7) the flux Y and V gives 3 M.. -mesons: 

.3oo I 

N= 3JT ]'{,.i/ . ; 1Dl.S 6"0 j1fE)E 34. 10£ dE. 
1 

(13) 

_p=.f, A -~0, 
f { E} is taken from (4). 

For the ground 
- 'f~ 

- '- 8.10 ~ ... :r. 
) I 

If S = 10't CMt. J /V:::::: 3, 6.10-ll Stc-
1 

, i.e. 1 case per JOO days. 
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In lead ores the flux of Ji' ... esons, and hence, the awaber · o·f detected even~s is 
. L 

7 times greater, ill iron ores - 2, 5 tiaes and becomes correspo:adillgl.T one event per. 

40 dqs and one event per 100 dQTs. fhese e~tiaations· give onlT the lowest limit of 

the effect. 

In these estiaatioas the contribution from neutrinoes with the energy > 300 BeV 

was not taken illto account, as Ji' ... esons from these neutrinoes averagely h~ve the path, 

increasing more slowly than E • Here, the cont;ibutio~ of aeutrinoes from r -meson 

deoar.s was not taken into account. 

Further, more careful calculation of the oross-section, than in (2) where only one 

·matrix element was taken into aooo'unt is required, that will several t1llles increase the 

effect •. 

The followillg reactions mq ill priaciple, take place in the .field of nucleus: 

v + z- n + p ~ r+( e+) + z.' 
-v + z -- p+n + r--rt-J -r 2.' 
f":' - f'V +( ) I v + z - L.. + "' + f< e+ + z 

L:o+ p+ r+(e+) + z' 
Ao t p + r+ ( e+) + z I 

~ 

v +Z--
,_, 
v + 2--

that also increases the number of detected events. 

(14) 

If soa~tering Yon baryons e:D.sts, reactions with production of baryon pairs ~e 
also possible, e.g. 

~(v) + z ...... f\.0 + A0 + v' (v'J+ z' 
)J (v)+ Z-- p++ p+ + V

1{9') + Z I 
etc. 

(15) 

The last remarks testif7 to tll.e fact, tla.at oress-a«otiens, givea above, mq be 

equal to one orde~ lower thaa the real oaes, that weuli oorrespeadingly give 1 case for 

the gro~d per JO dqs, fer irea ores per 10 dqs ud l~.ad eaes - per
1
four dqs. 

~:~.: 
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III. Heavy Meson 

There ma,y exist a heavy meson, which with very little life-time deca,ys into: 

or 

· M ± - f-± + v (vJ 

M± --.e.±+ v (vJ. 
Then reactions also exist: - 1 

\) + z-- M+ + r--rf.-) + z '-- f!+ + r--re-J + v' + z 
I . ......,/ f 

V+Z--fvl- + f-r(e+)+Z - f<-_,.f+(e+)+ v + Z. 

. (16) 

(17) 

These reactions are of the first.t order over the weak interaction constant 9 . For the 

part of effect, being due to Z- dependence~ the cross-section is given by expres

sion (18)x) 

(18) 

For ·z_ = 10 

(19) 

The contribution into the cross-section (18) is given by the region of impact 

parameter from nucleon radius to the radius, corresponding to minimum recoil momentum 
~Ev 

:x:) T.D. Lee, C.N. Yang. Phys.Rev.Lett., !' 307 (1960). 
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k -meson flux from "the pillow" ( E. 710 BeV) 
1 v 3oo 

N-:::. 3<S"o Jf t-4.""'· f 
A 

; 10~ S jfCE}E{4, 1/dE 
10 

For S = 107, two meson per 1 day. 

... 
IY·--Xh~~mations for Neutrino Fluxes from 

Cosmic Space 

(20) 

With the isotropy of sources and isotropic cosmic rqs distribution in Galaxy 

neutrino flux on the Earth must be fully determined by the flux of produced in atmosphere 

neutrinoes, since in this case, the probability of meson production in the interstellar 

space, where density is lo-24 gr.cm~3 , is extremely small. 

But apparently, observations testify in favour of the theory of production of cosmic 

particles in the shells of supernew and new starsx). According to radio-astronomical 

data there are many relativistic electrons in expanding shells of these stars. 

In Crab-like nebula the electron energy in the expanding shell is estimated as 
50 5J 1 . -1 

(J•lO - 10 ) BeV, and the spectrum of electrons decreases as E --:- Et,S" • 

If these electrons were produced as the result of nuclear collisions, we get J neutrinoes 

approximately of .the same energy per each electron. According to estimations from 

maximum data (and also, supposing, that electrons were stored for JOO years, 

~ = 5•1021 em, C:~a~ = 103 BeV) we obtain, that neutrino flux on the Earth has the 
J.J 1 -.t -spectrum T{E)=3.10-~£ Clt1 J where t; isexpressedinBeV. 

Then for reactions (71 taking into acco~nt (lJ), we obtain, that through 1000 m3 of 

the ground the flux of 1 fL -meson per two days will be. 

In conclusion it is necessary to emphasize, that a ground layer, which is equivalent 

toN 10 km of v1ater, absorbs completely all the kinds of penetrating radiation, except 

x) V.L. Ginzburg, Usp. Fiz. Nauk, 195J, 1957. 
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.. 
ELECTRON AND MUON NEUTRINOS 

B. Pontecorvo 

The cross section for {? . -particle production in the collision of free neutrinos with nuclei 

was first evaluated in 1934 by Bethe and Pierls 1 . As is well-known the cross section for 1 MeV 

neutrinos was expected to be 10-44 cm2. Because of this for a long time the effects induced by 

free neutrinos were considered unobservable. Later on it was shown 2,3 that experimenting with 

free neutrinos was a real possibility and only recently some experiments were performed in which 

free antineutrinos from reactors were used. These experiments, in fact, showed that free neutrino 

effects are observable and, thus demonstrated the 'reality' of neutrinos 4. They proved also the 

two-component nature 4 of neutrinos and indicated that the neutrino and the antineutrino are dif

ferent particles. 5 . 

The purpose of this paper is to emphasize the possibility of solving new problems of neutrino 

physics by investigating some effects induced by free neutrinos which have not yet been discussed. 

Such experiments may appear to be unfeasible at present, but the discussion of their planning 

seems to be not more premature than was at its time the discussion of experiments with antineutri
nos from reactors. 

Mainly actention will be drawn to the possibility of answering the question whether the neutri

nos emitted in the 7{-t'fl -decay (\J,u) and the neutrinos emitted in the j3 -decay( J{) are . 

identical particles. 

REACTIONS INDUCED BY NF.MTRINOS 
' ...... 

All the known slow processes are, apparently, due to the interaction between the following 
fermion pairs: 

( e + Ve ) I (f' i" J)~) J ( r ~ ) J ( fv X) 
(e-){)' (~-~J, (F~> ,(fi'JJ 

( 1 ) 

Any pair of particles may interact with the same pair or with another one; according to the . ... 
Markov-Sakata-Okun6 scheme,strange particles other than 1\. -hyperons are not included in the com-

position of the 'strange' pair. In terms of the universal interaction theory 7,8 this scheme impli

es that the current j-t: entering into the weak interaction Lagrangian consists of four terms 

J+- ( e+ve ..J... j /A_,+vf"- + J ~tv ) ;y fv 
- ) ' . t ' '( 2 ) 

each of which corresponds to the above-mentioned pairs. 

Some processes induced by ftt:e neutrinos, if the Markov-Sakata-Okun scheme and the universal 

interaction theory are assumed to be valid, are listed below (Table 1). 

'JETP 87, 17~1 /19~9/ 
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The question whether ~~ and ll;.v are identical particles is open and will be discussed 

in the next. Section. There are no reasons for asserting that Ji and )..JfV are ident~cal partic

les. Therefore, in the Table and in the different terms of the lepton current it was writtene+li 
+ + + ! r-- 1)/-V and not e. ).) 

1 
fA' j/ as is usually accepted. 

Table I. 

•• 
SOME REACTIONS INDUCED BY FREE NEUTRINOS ON REAL 

TARGETS 

NN R e a c t o n 

1. {{ +~--? e ++'V'V 

_. 3:r- 3=1- -
2· Ye.+Ct~A+e.- 2,3,5 

3. V:e + u3!.-.A~1-+e.-

4
. Ve.+A~ rr++e.--tA 

Vt_ + A -+ T( + e.+ +A 

5. Ve +e.. ~ Tr-t Tr
0 

,...., + 
6. \{ + r- 4 1\ + e. 

- A + \)e..+ ~ hyperfragments +e. 

-.. - + 
1. Ye. +% --7 1 + e 

N o e 

In investigating this process 4 free neutral leJXo ns 
were first observed. The experiment supported the two
component nature of the neatrino. 

The non-observ~bility of this process 5 proved 
that Ye, and \J.e.,., are not identical particles. 

The investigation of this process might be of i'ii
terest in astrophysics, particularly, for measuring the 
neutrino flux from the sun.£9 ) 

Inverse IT-e. -decay in the field of a nucleus. 
+ -Note that Ve produce rr -mesons, \i -pro-

duce rr- -mesons. 

roo-

Only \.) (but not Y ) may produce strange 
particles. , 

This process may occur only in nuclei. 



t 

strange 

12. Ye +t -7 P'rv +- fv
))t. + e- __.., v~ +fA'-

13. Y'~ +A -7 Y;v +e.,.+!'<'-+ A 

15. 

1• 
Ye +i~ ----7 ))ft.-+£+~ +A 

vf't- + A ~ rt+tz ~ 
J)f"' + A -7 rf + fv+ +A 

28 

S e e 4. 

S e e 5. 

Scattering of neutrinos by electrons, pre.: 
dieted by the universal theory of weak interac
tions ( 8 ). 

.,._ 
Creation of a ~ e -pair in the field of a 

nucleus. 10 This is the inverse process of the 
lepton bremsstrahlung by electrons described 
. 11 . 
In . 

Inverse ~ -decay. 

Forbidden, if \i ~ )Jf'V 

Formation of a {l-€. -pair in the field of 
a nucleus. 

Inverse }A-- -capture. 

Forbidden, if Ji ;C \)f"v 

Inverse Jr-r- -decay in the field of a 
nucleus. 

~~+{'---7 l\+f4+ 
y +fv~ l\ t e-t· 
'J::, +A ---7 ~+ t hyperfragment 

Forbidden, if ))~ ;_t J)~ 



.. 
17. 

18. 

VI-"--+ A~ f-1----t- I<. T t A 
Vrv +A~ J:~t + K-+A 

).Jf1-+A -1 v~"' + f'+ +fA--+ A 

v/N+A-;~ v~~+f+A 

lQ. vf'\-' +e.-~ })e, + ~ 
""'"' - """"' . Vrv -re. ~ ~a + fA' 

20. Vf'\-+A~ A+ fA'-+t+t Ve 

vrv+A ~A+ ~++t + v~ 

21. V +L----+~ +G-
.~ ~ 
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Scattering of neutrinos by fA- -mesons in the 

field of a nucleus . 

.. 
Inverse {t- -decay. 

Forbidden, if lJ.e. :j:. )J /"-' 

Formation of a 
field of a nucleus. 

('t-- (l pair"in the 

If Ve. =/= J.Jf'- , the reaction is possible 

only as a second order process. 

Among the processes enumerated above, only the reactions 1, 2, 3, 10 had been previously dis

cussed in the literature. For the most of the processes listed above we limit ourselves to the remarks 

made in the Table. Only some processes, which are related to the problem of the distinction between 

l),k- and J.Je particles, are discussed in detail below. 

ARE Ye AND )Jf4-' IDENTICAL PARTICLES? 

The upper limit of the mass of neutral leptons emitted in the ~ decay, the magnitude of 

.\tichel's parameter f and theoretical considerations show that neutral leptons in the fA-' -
decay have a mass equal or close to 0 and are not _i9entical. Because of this, the ~- decay is 

usually described as follows: (<- -1 l. + J..l + ).J 
It is easy to see, however, that experimental and theoretical data require only that the two 

neutral leptons in the f- -decay should be not identical, but do not require that they should be 
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necessarily a particle and an antiparticle. The possibility has already been discussed 
12 

that the• 

re exist two pairs of neutrinos. At first sight the question of the existence of two types of neutri-

nos - an electron neutrino ( Ye ) and a muon neutrino ( \)!"-- ) may be consider-

ed as an irrelevant and unnecessary complication. There are reasons, however, which make attracti

ve the hypothesis that the electron and muon neutrinos are distinct particles. The absence in nature 

of some processes of the•type JA--13€ 1 ,.C+f'-_, i+J1. etc. indicates that only pairs involving 

one charged and one neutral particle (see l and 2 ) may contribute to the currents entering into the 

weak interaction Lagrangian. The existence of only 'c h~rged' currents might be naturally explain-

ed 8 if in nature there would exist a charged vector boson B coupled with different fermions 

by an 'intermediate intensity' interaction. The well-known weak interaction processes in this 

case would be due to an interaction of the second order with respect to the 'intermediate interac-

tion' constant. As is shown in Ref. 13, the nonlocality of the J-t-t!.. decay related to the exis-

tance of the intermidiate vector boson would require a transition rate for the decay j-<. ~ e + 0 
which contradicts the experimental data 14 

It can be easily seen, however, that even if there exists a f3 -meson the probability of the 

process J-t.-:ie+a would be zero•, (that is entirely consistent with the experimental data), if the 

electron and muon neutrinos were different particles. Thus, the fact that the current in the Lagrangi

an of weak interaction is 'charged' would be very well explainable in terms of the intermidiate boson 

assumption only if ).)e is different from t..Jf-t.- • 
Besides this refl.son, t".s it seems, the existence of two different types of neutrinos, which are 

not able to annihilate••. is attractive from the point of view of the symmetry and the classification 

of particles and might help to 1:1nderstand the difference in the nature of muons and electrons. 

It follows from what has been said that experimental data on the question whether or not ~ 

and ).),k- are identical particles would be of great interest. One possibility to get information on this 

point would consist in measuring the spirality of the ~ -meson. If in nature there is only one 

neutrino - antineutrino pair ~he V-A -interaction requires a positive spirality of a fA..- -meson. 

If in the experiment the ft- -spirality turned out to be negative, there would be a strong evidence 

in favour of the existence of two types of neutrinos : the ~T' decay, in this case, might be describ-

ed by the scheme fA-+~ e + + P€ t J.J~ . 

• Evan It there 18 no B meson the process ft~e+r Is poss "le In hiQher order approximations of the perturbation 
theory, II th•r• I• only one type of neo.~trl~ -enOneutrino pnirs, while It rs absolutely forbidden II )Je, :;!:= J.lft- • . 

.. Note tnrt If vf<,. and Ve. are different f'-lTtides the muonlum systemiLL+e, -}cannot /10 over Into the lllltlmuonlum 
oyotom( ~-e-r ) lnanyapprdx:imatlon. I{-
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The experiment 16 shows, however, that the spirality of a }A-- -meson is likely to be po

sitive, as expected. Therefore, the problem whether there are two types of neutral lepton pairs in 

nature is open. The positive spirality of a /A-- -meson indicates, however, that if in nature there 

are really two neutrino-antineutrino pairs the weak interaction must be described just as in (1), and 
+ + + -the decay of a ~ -meson must follow the ~cheme JA. -?l_ + JJe t J..Jf-4- Here, as usual, 

}Je, is defined as the particle emitted tOgeth;r with a positron in /!J -decay. Its spirality, 

deter~ned experimentally, is negativel7 (the ).t spirality is, of course, positive). As for }Jf'
and V~ , these particles are difined as having negatit:e aad positives prality. Thus, the decay 

of a ·rr+ -meson follows the scheme 7r~ jAft J.Jf" • These notations were used in the 

Table of the previous paragraph. 

To clear up the question whether Ve. and \)ft. are different particles there remains one 

possibility which is discussed in the next paragraph. 

DISCUSSION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

WHICH, IN PRINCIPLE, IS APT TO ANSWER THE QUESTION AS TO WHETHER 

Ve AND yf'l- ARE IDENncAL 

The method which is suggested below is essentially analogous to that used in deciding -. whether a neutrino apd an antineuu.ino (in our definition Ve,. and ~ ) are identical partic-
les 2,5 or whether J(0 and KP -mesons are identical particles 18, In these cases the .aon

identity of particles and antiparticles has been proved experimentally by the non-observability of 

some transitions, the matrix elements of which differ from 0 only if_particles and antiparticles ... n 37. -
are.Jdentical. For example, the absence of the process J)f·:/_Ct.-"-' A '+e. proves that VlL and 

l.i are not identical since the process))e+Ce3~A +e must, undoubtedly, occurs. 
In our case we are not concerned with the problem already solved of the non-identity of neu

trinos .!'nd antineutrinos, but with that of the possible non-identity of ).)e and }Jf'- (or of Ve. 
~~). -

To solve this problem it is suggested to test experimenta_!!y whether a beam of ~f'- is able 

to induce transitions which may be, undoubtedly, induced by ~ -particles. From an experimen

tal point of Yiew a beam of muon neutrinos is more attractive than an electron -neutrino beam for 

the following reasons. Usual intensive sources of electron neutrinos are radioactiYe isotopes. 

The latter ones by their nature are not capable of emitting neutrinos of high energies. On the cont
rary, muon neutrinos are obtained, naturally, with high energy. 

On the one hand, it is of interest to use antineutrino of very high energy, say!lOO MeV,since 
the cross section for the proc:esse& induced by these particles rapidly increases with energy. On 

the other hand, at Yery high energies the intensity of muon neutrino generation decreases due to a 

relativistic length~ing of the pion lifetimes. Therefore, we discuss here the arrangement of an 

experiment with \i1- of energy of <. 100 MeV. 
Consider for example the reactions (see the Table I) 
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( a ) 

( b ) 

Reaction ( b ), if \Je and ~}"- are identical particles, was successfully observed by 

Reines and Cowan 4 j if \it~ 
1 

(fr) is not observable. The reaction ( a ) is a threshold reac

tion and is unobservable at energies < 100 MeV. The problem consists in determining the 

cross section for the reaction ( b ). In the energy range where the neutron from the reaction ( b ) 

may be detected with a good efficiency inside a large scintillation counter containing cadmium, 

Reines's and Cowan's method is quite suitable. When an event induced by the reaction ( b ) takes 

place, two impulses will appear in the scintillation counter one.One of these corresponds to the 

positron energy release (the neutron gets a small share of energy) and the second, which is delay

ed with respect to the first impulse corresponds to the photon energy released in the neutron cap

ture by cadmium. To detect the reaction ( b ) a scintillation counter of the Reines and Cowan type 

may be bombarded by a beam of muon antineutrinos which because of their energy are not c-apable 
-.,/ 

of inducing the reaction ( a ). Such }.),k beam must have a n_$gligible small contamination of elec-

tron antineutrinos, which might induce the 'trivial' reaction Ve. t ~-7 e++!ltv, 
In order to clear up the experimental conditi->ns, we consider the production of neutral 

leptons of different types in an accelerator of protons, say, a 700 MeV accelerator. 

The radioelements which are produced in the target and in other parts of the accelerator are 

sources of \Je , and to a less extent, Ye with a low energy ( f 10 MeV). These electron 

neuuinos do not give a dangerous background, since: 

a) their energy is small, and, essentially, they can be easily discriminated by analyzing the 

corresponding pulses from the scintillator; ...... + 
b) the cross section for the reaction Ve, + f',---7 1\'\. t e. is proportional to the square of the 

incident antineutrino energy, and, thus,it is relatively small at low energies. Pions of both signs 

will be produced in the accelerator target. They will generate neutral leptons as follows: 

1. 1) 7r~ ~+-+ ))~ 2) ~+---+e. t-+ ~e + [JJN 

3> rr~ y.t-+ P"rv 4> /A-~~ e- t iJ.e. + J)~"' 
5) nucleus 

Contaminations of lJ,e and J.lf"-- in the beams are not harmful, since it is already known 

that neutrinos (both J.lf".- and J...~ ) cannot induce the reaction under consideration. It is easy to 

see that the 'h!rmful' contamination of V.e, appears only from the decay ( 4) of }<--- -mesons. 

However, ~ -mesons stopping in matter of high atomic number (it is not difficult to make it im

possible for mesons to stop in light materials) do not practically undergo a ~- -decay. As far as 
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a ~ -decay in flight is concerned, it may be ne~le~ted, since the decay mean free path of fA.. 
mesons is measured in hundreds of meters whereas 1t 1s reasonable to place the detector of the rea<l

tion (b) at a distance ofalO meters frum the.Jarget. 
Thu~ it is ~ossi~e to obtain a beam of \)f'V -particles, which practically has no contamination 

of Ve, . The \)~ from react.l,2n (2), (originating from stopped f'w+ -mesons), have a mean 

energy of,.._ 35 MeV, whereas Vr- from reaction (3) may have considerably greater energy (de-

cay in flight), b~ their intensity will be in general small. i- · 
The number of \)I"" produced in reaction (2) may be close to thfft of the '1f produced in the 

target. Therefore,the number of ~ generated in modern phasotrons may attain the value 10
12

/sec. 

Models of new accelerators are being discussed now in which the intensity of the accelerated pro

tons may be increased as much as,Sy three orders of magnitude. Thus, one may hope that in the 

near future a flux cp of 108 ~ /cm2 sec. at a distance of 10 m from the target may become 

real. The cross section for the process (b) was estimated by the perturbation theory and turned out 

to be 2.10·41 cm2, if Ve,.:J.If'- for VI"- of energy of 35 MeV If we make use of a scintilla-

tion counter of the Reines and Cowan's type (1-2 tons), the number of events is equal too.4. per hour 

( 'f""' f 0 8 j cm2 sec), if the detection efficiency is unity and if \)e.,= ).}f"- . 
As Reines and Cowan4 showed recenuy, the efficiency may exceed 0.5. The recording of 

events under consideration is less difficult technically than in Reines and Cowan's experiment, as 
' -the energy of the emitted Vf" -particles is large. Thus, the reality of the experiment depends .... 

upon the magnitude of the backgro.und, which is very difficult to evaluate a priori. . One may only 

note that unfortunately, the ratio signal to backgroun~ must be considerably less than in Reines and 

Cowan's experiment. It is of interest to note that Vfv from reaction (2), in contrast to the neu

trons emitted in the target, are emitted isotropically. This makes it possible to decrease the diffi--culties which are due to the accelerator background; the detector of Vf" must be placed at an 

angle ,G 90° with respect to the direction of the protons incident on the target. 

Summarizing one may say that experiments planned to test the identity of Ye and ).)I"", 
though very difficult, must be seriously thought over when new intense accelerators are being design

ed. In particular, the problem of radiation shielding in such experiments must be considered at a ve

ry early stage of the accelerator's design. 

In conclusion the author considers it his pleasant dut.y to thank Chou Huang Chao, 

L.B. Okun, and J .A. Smorodinsky for numerous discuss4ons. 
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2N_1~_1!~DIATE BOSON IN WEA!_!~CTIONS 

B. Pontecorvo, R.M. Ryndin 

The question as to whether weak interactions processes are mediated through a 

vector B-boson has already been raised1). The small probability of the process 

f-- e + ~ can hardly be conciliated with the intermediate boson assumption 1f in 

nature there exists only one type of neutrino..;.antineufrino pairs2). However, if 

"electron 11 ( Y ll.. ) and ''muon 11 ( Y ) neutrinoes are different particles, there are no . ('-

arguments against this assumption. Even more, it can be said that the existence of 

the B-boson would practically prove that muon and electron neutrinoes are different 

particles. 

According to Lee and Yang3), the non-locality of the fL -decay connected with the 

B-boson affects the Michel parameter and the j< -decay rate. However, the accuracy of 

the·measurements is entirely insufficient to determine possible limits on the B-meson 

mass. Below are discussed some consequences of the B-particle assumption. 

If there exists a B-meson' all the known weak interaction processes will be of the 

second order in the constant @ B coupling the B-meson field with various fermion 

( 
10-~ 

pairs. The Fermi constant G G!:::::: 1\12" J 1;= C-== 1 J M- nucleon mass) is then a 

phenomenological constant: G-,....,. CJ~Im~ ( m B is the B-meson mass). Assuming, e.g. 

m r;"' M 'we get 9! "" 1 o-s ' which is only thou~and times less than e..t . It is 

hardly possible to get some information on the existence of the B-meson by studying 

ordinary weak interaction processes in which virtual B-mesons are involved. Consequently 

we turn our attention to the p~ocesses involving the production of ~ B-mesons. 

It is clear that B-mesons will decay, in particular, as follows: 

) ) _B -- JT+.JT. 

----------------
x) This paper was reported at the IX Conference on High Energy Physics, Kiev, 1959. 

(See discussion after the report of Alikhanov and also the report of Marshak). 
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The decar rate of the B-meson is of th~ order of 10"' 1 Su- • As the mean life is 

relatively short, the collisions in which real B-mesons are generated will simulate 

stars with apparent production of muons and ~lectrons, although these leptons are 

emitted with a characteristic time uncomparably greater than the collision time. There

fore, the B-particle existence implies that processes apparently accompanied by lepton 

emission become relatively probable when the collision energy in the c.m.s. is greater 

than the B-meson mass: in high-energy stars there will be e~tted muons and electrons 

with a probability only five or six orders of magnitude smaller than the emission 

probability of pions, a fact which might help to prove experimentally the B-particle 

existence. Putting aside the processes of B-meson production b1. strong interacting 

particles and B-meson photoproduction processes (the cross-section of which contains a 
L L . · 

factor ~e. e ), we will consider some processes. of first or zero orders in c;J 8 
especially attractive from the experimental point of view. 

1. "Electromagnetic 11 production of B-meson pairs: 

o+A-- .B++B-+A 
Jr-+ A- .B+ + B- -t A 

The cross-sections contain the factors z2 e6 and z""e"CJ! respecttl.vely. 
·"" 

2. The production of a B-meson by neutrinoes in the field of a nucleus: 
.... > {s+e-rA 
v + A~ Ls ~. JA- .,. A 

Clearly the processes 2 are the only first order processes in 9s , which may be induced 

by neutrinoes. The probability of such processes is relatively suppressed because of the 

large value of m fl..> 

induced processes 2 

Dimension arguments suggest that the cross-section for neutrino 
1 L 4 -1. 

is rv Z £1
6 

e Ytls • At neutrino energies of a few BeV the 

cross-section for B-meson production in collisions with lead nuclei attains a value 
-J4 2 ~10 em, which is quite a reasonable value from the point of view of people wishing 

plan experiments on the subject. Events of B-meson produotio~ will simulate, for example, 

the generation of electron, muon and f<e pairs. In the experiment an attempt must be 

1ndertaken to observe (let us say with a xenon bubble chamber or by means of electronic 

methods~ individual events induced by very hard neutral radiation from an accelerator, under 
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such conditions of shielding, that effects produced by other neutral radiation either 

are negligible or can be evaluated. 

Eventually it may be noted that quite a part from the possibility of parity non

conservation in strong interactions, the real production of B-mesons with their 

subsequent disintegration into pions will simulat.e parity non-conservation in strong 

interactions at high energies (in N lo-5 of the total number of events). 

The authors are grateful to J.B. Zeldovich and Chou Kuang-chao for useful 
discussions. 

.!LLf e r e n £..U 

1). R.P. Feynman, M.G. Gell-Mann, Phys. Rev., !Q2, 193,(1958~ 
2). G. Feinberg, Phys. Rev., !!Q, 1482,(1958~ 

J). T.D. Lee and c.~r. Yang, Phys. Rev., ~' 1611, (1957). 
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~~NTS WITH NEUTRINOS EMITTED BY MESONS 

B. PontecorTo 

Recently there were widely discussed the possibilities of using beams of high > 

energy neutrinos emitted by mesons to get information on weak interactions.<1 • 2•3•4• 5) 

In the papers(J, 4) it has been shown that the form-factors related to the 

presence of strong interacting particles suppress the increase with energy of the 

cross-sections for reactions of the type \) + p - e.++ n at neutrino 

energies IV 1 BeV. 

In the discussion of experiments with high energy neutrino ( ~ 1 BeV) the problem 

as to whether there exists the intermediate vector B-meson has a special place, since 

the corresponding experiments may turn out to be feasible within a relatively short 

time. R.M. Ryndin and the author(6), and Lee and Yang(J), as a matter of fact, have 

~show•n that a B-boson with a mass of a few nucleon masses can be discovered in 

reactions of the type V + Z- B + !f(e )+ 2, the cross-section of which is much greater 

than the cross-section characterizing the reactions induced by neutrinos in the case of 
"""' 

local interaction. In(l), it was poi~ted out that Y ~ of relatively low energy 

emitted by stopping f'l+- mesons may be used in order to decide whether muon ( Yr--) 
and electron ( Ye ) neutrinos are identical particles. 

Below additional arguments are given on neutrino of intermediate energy ( <: JOOYeV) 

which may be useful in planning experiments with neutrino beams and in designing 

accelerators meant for performing such experiments. 

Apart from the B-meson problem and the problem of the energy dependence of the 

• cross-sections for weak processes, the solution of which clearly demands neutrinos with 

very high energy, the main qualitative questions in neutrino physics are the following 

ones: 

1. J.:re V (. and \) t'- identical particles? 

2. Does neutrino scattering by leptons occur as a first order process in the 

weak interaction constant? 

' 
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1 
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From an experimental point of view, the neutrinos with intermediate enert;Y have 

definite advantages in connection with the above-mentioned problems: not onl~ t!1eir 

intensity (for a number of reasons) can exceed very much the intensity of very high 

energy neutrinos, but they can easily be obtained with very well defined energy, a 

circumstance allowine a kinematic interpretation of neutrino induced events. 
.... + 

Monochromatic sources of neutrinos may be obtained by stopping JT ) K 
in matter, as follows:x) .. 

neutrino source Neutrino energy (MeV) 

Jl+- ~++yr- 29,8 

K+~ r-T + Yr-- 235,7 

tt--+ A-- vt- + ... "' 100 ,..., 

and r-

It is to be noted that monochromatic v"" , rather than V r- are obtained 

when a ~ 1 BeV proton beam is being stopped in a block of heavy material. The 

moderation in the same block of the produced mesons permits, according to the Table, 

to obtain a spatially well localized monochromatic neutrino source. These lines of 

monochromatic neutrinos are, of course, accompanied by a background of a continuous 
,..,., + 

spectrum, especially Ye and V ,.._ from t"L -meson decayl). 

For example, to test whether V e. and V r-- are identical particles, it is 
•:t. - N'l-possible to measure the cross-sections for the reaction V~ -1- C, --- e + • The 

energy of the electrons emitted by incident monoenergetic neutrino is known, the time 

at which the electrons are emitted must coincide with the time at which the neutrino 

is absorbed (today 1 s electronics allows to make use of the time characteristics of the 

accelerator, including the cyclotron with a spatial variation of the magnetic field). 

Besides, it is necessary to record delayed positrons from N12 decay. Such an 

can be performed pith large magnetic bubble chambers or with electronic methods of 

registration. The counting rate is comparable with the rate expected in the experiment 

suggested in(l)• 

x) The possibility of using a K-capture radioelement as a strong source of low 
energy CEv~l MeV), monochromatic neutrinos, is beyond the scope of the present note. 
Such a possibility is attractive from the point of view of performing experiments on 
(v~e) scattering under conditions in which the kinematics of the events can be analysed. 
Here we wish to mention also the possibility that the answer to the question a~~o 
whether there is the (v~~) scattering process might be given by astrophysics.VJ 
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!:UL~ 0 N I 11 M A N..l2_A N T I M E S 0 N I U Mx) 

B. Pontecorvo 

Gell-?.ia.nn ann Pais
1

) first pointed out the interesting consequence of the fact· that 

Z

0 

and K
0 

particles are not ident1ca1
2
). The possibility of K0 - K0 h•a.nsittons induced 

by weak tnteractions makes it necesst>.ry to consider neutral K mesons as c>. mixture of 

particles of different (combt~ea)J) ~arity (Kl and K~). 

''.'e d::l.scuss here the problem a:o to •:.•hether there exif;t 0 tlwr "!nixed" neut:r-tl partic

les (not necessarily "elementn.ry" ones) which are not irlenttcql to the correspondine 

;;ntip.'lrLi.:::les c:.n(: io:r which particle ~ anttparticlP. tran11ittons are not strictly 

'i'hf' ,~lllhc:r of ;ooss:tble m t";~ed neutral systems are strongly lir:Jiter1 by consec···vat:ton 

:'.c:;:c r· o•' t!'.<: nnr~b,.;r o:f hn.ryons l".ncl 1 i{':ht fermions ( conservat:ton of nuclear4 ) ancl 

"" net!t•:'t"•••''/ ch:-,:r1:es). Accor;1inc to the ftrst la.\v mixP.d particles cannot exist runon,1 

be.ryonn (tor i.nst<:tnce, ne,.tb·on, hy,Jrog~n !:!.tom) and !!ue .to the seconcl law such :<>articles 

c2r.n'lt <):·:i.:;t 'lli!Dng systens of light particles with only one fermion (e.g., neutrino, +- - + Jr e an~1 JT e syntemr. ••• ). 

i'"om t~:is :t t e,pp<~ently fellows tha.t meson:!.un cleftne( e.s the bound system ( r+ e-) 
~-" the on~y n.i.x:ed nm·tJcln or intrn·est ez:tst:!.ne (in Hdration to the K0 r:teson) &:Jong 
8.l:r-er>.c1y ':rell-known systems. 

, - + tne system ( r e ), obviously 
r1'l.fi'err; :from me~~onturrr; in ar1ditton nrsonium -.R.ntime:>onitu:J transitions not only are not 

foru:tc1c1en by any knoYm lnxr but, what ts more, they must ta_l{e place due to kno1vr• inter-
ncttons. 

Indeea, transitions 

( T) 

---· ----
x) JETP, 22, 549 (1957). 
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are induned by the same interaction which is responsible for the r •meson decay • 

Incidentally tlHl probability 1j e of real decay processes 

(t-+e-) (V 

-- Y + V + 10 G, 1M eV 
(2) 

which can be easily e:otimated ta.k:tng into account the dimensions of mesonLtm, turns out 

to be equal to 10-4 sec-1, that is about 1010 times less than the decay probability 

1/-c of the fL meson. For this reason it is prantica1J,.f impossible to observe the 

(non trivial) absence. of an electron track at the point '!/here a r "tmeson comes to rest, 

rrhich would be connected with the process (2). 
11 

As for the mesonium -+<J.nt:f.mesonium transit:lon, its characterL>tlc time c.l.o.m 

is determined hy the m3.SS d :i -rfe-rence· /j. m betv1een the symmetrical ( 'f mesonium + 

tf' a.ntimesonhtm) and the antisymr:~etrical ( lf' mesonium - '/lantimesonium) systems. The 

valne Ll. h1 is prorortional to the first p01ver of the matrix element responsible for the 

mesonium - 1.1.ntimesonium transformation and that is why Lltrl is proportional to the 

square of the couplj_ng constant when such transformation is due to two successive 

transitiom as in (1). 

Thus, the time characterizing the transformation (1) is of the same order of 

magnitade as e ' that is about lo
10 times larger than the life-time of r--meson 

( T = 2xl0-6 sec), which in fact determines also the rate of the mesonium decay. 

If we assume, hov1ever, that the mesonium ...... antimesonium transformation is due to the 

T- - + T direct interaction ( tt e ) ( t< e. ), the time characterizing this transformation 

turns out to be considerably smaller than e . Indeed, in this case the mass difference 

Ll m, between the symmetrical and antisymmetrical systems ( Arn I=~ ' where M is the 
c 

rmtrix element) is proportional to the first po·11er 7) of the coupling constant {}- • 

c;onsequently, we have i1 -l; 
T"' """ .2CJ/Jrr-~ C.!. Am' 

where I" is the mesonium radius. If we suppose that the'direct interaction 

t- - - + ( t'- e. ) ( r t ) has an intensity comparable with the intensity of all the other 

known weak interactions, 9 is about J.lo-49 erg.cm3 , and T is found to be 

-4 ~ 
~ 5.10 sec, that is only.- .300 t"l.mP.s larger than l.. • Under such circumstanc!<::' :1.t 

seems at first glance that thP process oJ mesonium-. antimesonium transformation ·::an be 

- easj_ly observed, ·fo:r in:,t2.nce, by r1etccting a "fast" negative electron from a r+ -meson 
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coming to rest 

Unfortunately, however, the mesonium - antimesonium transformation in presence of 

matter is impossible: on account of the electrical asymmetry of nucleons the mas~03 of 

mesonium and antimesonium are no more equal under such conditions. Besides, it ts 

necessary to note that the probability of fast negative electron emission from mesonitvn 

(in vacuum) is proportional to (~ )..2.. and not to ~ Indeed, if cf<+ (f::) ,J.!l(: 

Ef<- (i} are the probabilities that (in vacuum) mesonium or antimesonium ru·e fauna 

at the time -t when at 1: = 0 there is one "atom" of mesonium, then 

~ 1 -t/r:.'( t-) 
c. rc + ( -E:) -v .J. e 1 + CA>s r 

E~- (t) ~ 1 e~tfr:. (1- eos::.} 
where the life-times of the symmetrical and antisymmetrical systems are assumed to be 

identical and equal to the (i-meson life-time. Under such initial conditions the 

probability of emiRsion of a fast positive or negative electron in the clecP...y procef;;; j_ro 

found to be 00 

P(e+) ~ f Er-_;(+J dt ~ 1 (1+ 
. 000 

P (e)~ f f:r~(t} dt "'1 {1-
o 

respectively. 

If in nature there existed other weakly interacting charged particles 1vHh a ve:ry 

long life-time it is possible that effects analogous to those discussed here might be 

observed. The life-time of the particles with mass about 5oonne recently discovered 

by Alikhanyan and others (JETP, ~' 955,(1956), has not yet been determined; only its 

lower limit (5 x 10-9 sec) is known. 

Above it was supposed that neutrino charge is conserved. This means that scat

tering cannot convert a neutrino into an antineutrjno in any approximation. The law of 

conservation of neutrino charge is not yet definitely established: it ts only e::to,l'-
'') ltshe<l experimentally that neutrino and antineutrino are not identical particlo!s" • 

I 
I 

J 

1 
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If the theory of two component neutrino9) was not valid (which is hardly probable 

at present) and if the conservation law for neutrino charge took no place, neutrino -

antineutrino transitions in vacutun would be in principle possible. Even in this case, 

just as in the case where it is supposed that to every would correspond an antiworld, 

the number of neutrino and antineutrino in the universe would be the same. 

The author is grateful to Ya.B. Zeldovich, L.B. Ob1n and I.rx. Ivanter for critical 

remarks and interesting discussion. . .. 
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UNIVER~AL FERMI INTERACTION AND ASTROPHYSIC~) 

B. Pontecorvo 

The hypothesis of a deep analogy between various slow decay processes (both leptons1) 

and non-leptons2)) found recently a briliant formulation in the universal interaction 

(vector and axial-vector) theory of Sudarshan-Marsha~) and Feynman-Gell-Mann4). According 

to this theory scattering of neutrino by electrons is described as a process of first_ or

der in the weak interaction constant4 ' 5). Experimental evidence on this process would be 

extremely desirable. However, direct detection of the scattering by electrons of reactor 

antineutrino (that is, detection of the ionization proauced by antineutrino, not connected 

with inverse i?> processes) seems at present quite hard, although in principle the possibi

lity of such experiment should not be excluded. 

In the present note we wish to point out that the existence ~fa first order v'e in

teraction could have macroscopic consequences. Such interaction implies that positron-elec

tron annihilation can result in the emission of a neutrino-antineutrino pair*· Coasequently 

in electromagnetic processes it is possible that a V V pair, through the virtual produc-
+ -

tion of a 2 e pair, is emitted instead of a photon. This general fundamental connection 

between electromagnetic and lepton processes is a direct consequence of the universal Fermi 

interaction. 

Of course the emission of Y J.i pairs is extremely unlikely in oo11parison witll the emis• 

sion of photons. However, the tremendous penetrating power of neutrino suggests that 

effects connected with the electron-neutrino interaction might-exist in big bodies a' high 

temperature T , Let us consider the process of electron bremstrahlung with emission either 

of a photon or )Jj) pair in a collision of an electron with a neucleus A with oharge z: 
e-rA ~ e +-A + (( (photon bremstrahlung) 

e_;-4 
..... 

e -r A ~ + j.Jtl} (lepton bremstrahlung) 

Let c{ indicate the rat'io of the probabilities W'~ and W'vv that in a defleotion of 

an electron with energy E by a nucleus a photon or a V IJ pair is emitted. Dimension 

argw11ents suggest that: 

* In particular ortopositronium annihilation with emission of a V V pair is about 
lol5· times less probable than annih1~ation into three photons. Parapositronium cannot under
go annihilation with emission of a VV pair, if neutrinos are longitudinal. 

x) r,'flllj Jr 
{.} --'2- -' .-.2' I6T5 (1959). 
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"-~ \e. i..d I "'-( - 'f1'-;-;-::-'~-:-~--
IV'v;::; (el~*-c)' G2.(~~c.'"l 

~ l, 
where&= F} is the di•entionless weak interaction constant, 3' = 1.4 

is the Fermi constant and m is the electron .ass. 

Clearly n{ is enormousl,y big at a117 temperature whi\tP may be encouatered in astro

physics. However, because of the difference in penetrating power of photons and neutrinos, 

the radiation in space of a given ener&T (let us say~ ~1" ) in form of photons by stars 

occurs eventually as a result of a colossal number of photon bremstrahlung processes. 

3uoh number is inoomparabl,y larger than the number (-1) of lepton bremstrahlung pro

cesses in which in form of neutrinos the sa•e energy~~1" is emitted. Consequently at 

some stage in the star evolution it .ay well be that the energies radiated in space in 

form of neutrinos and photons become comparable in spite of the extraordinary small value 

of W'vj;/W'l 
1 

characterizing an elementary act. 

It should be noted that the dimensions of the Fermi constant imply a very rapid in

crease with temperature of the relative probability of lepton bremstrahlung. In addition_ 

the photon mean free path decreases with ~creasing z, a fact which increases the weight 

of neutrino processes in the energy balance at high z. 
All these considerations suggest that the process might become important at a star 

evolution stage when the star temperature and average Z are considerably larger than 

the corresponding solar values. It is not difficult to see that the lepton bremstrahlung 

mechanism practically does not play any role in the energy balance of the sun. 

( IL T""' i V..e4 , t - 1. ). 
The mechanizm of neutrino emission by stars suggested above is connected with the 

first order neutrino-electron interaction and fundamentall1 differs from the •urka-proces~ 

suggested by Gamow and Shoenberg 6)which is connected with nuclear (direct and inverse) 

{!> -processes. Lepton bremstrahlung of electrons is a thre$holdless process while the 

"Urka-process" has a definite threshold. 

Recently Gandelman and Pinaev7)investigated quantitatively the astrophy-

sics effect~ Gonnected with the mechanism of lepton bremstrahlung suggested above. They 
ci.f,.,ut-tt~ r 

.c;howed that in the region of temperature K T z. 1o Kt V and ptaU\k'lls ~ H!"gr/cmJ the 

en~rgy radiated by stars in form of neutrino la lar~er than that radiated in fo~ of pho

',)r:s ( Z :: 20). 
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In conclusion I am happ7 to thank Ya.B. Zeldovich, D.A. Frank-KameneakJ and L.B.Okun 
for critical remarks and support. 
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WHEN DOES W~!!-l]!!BACTION BECOME STRONG?x) 

D. Blokhintsev 

The concept of strong interaction! was considered in my paper "On Non-Local and 

Non-Linear Field Theories" which was published in the second issue of 
"Usp. Fiz. 

Nauk" for 1957. Strong interaction was understood there as such when during the 

collisions of the particles their energy is concentrated mainly in the interaction 

energy but not in their proper kinetic one. 

A set of examples was considered on the basis of this criterion and, in particular, 

the electromagnetic interactions of electrons. But weak interaction of electrons with 

the participation of ft -mesons and neutrinos was not considered. 

It appears that this interaction may become strong in the sense defined above. 

The proof of this assertion is given below. This letter therefore, is a contribu

tion to the chapter of my paper, devoted to strong interaction physics. 

Let us consider the process of the interaction between neutrino and electron with 

~ the electron transformation into fl -meson. 

Y-t-€- f'l+Y' (I) 

This is an original "combinational" scattering of neutrinos on an electron. 

The energy density by the order of magnitude, in this case is equal to: 

w = f}* ~ t/4- 'f.; ~I 
(2) 

where g *is Fermi constant, and 'f'e 
1 
'f~ 

1 
'P y are the wave functions of electron, 

-meson and neutrino, respectively. 
it" 

The magnitude 9 may be written in the form: 

g~ 1, 

1i (!_ = ,!\ 0 

where ,A 0 - a certain length of the order of IV lo-16 em. 

x) 
Usp. Fiz. Nauk, U.s.s.R., LXII, J81, (1957). 

(J) 
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(It was I.S. Shapiro who notioed the possible magnitude of this length in connec

tion with the non-conservation of parity. 2 ) 

For instance, the kinetic energy densitl for electrons is 

~f. . 'feD'/'~ 
(4) 

-- .2. 
where D-::::t<l.f+jlmc is Dirac Hamiltonian. 

Therefore, the order of the magnitude •• 
'f< 'fe ,_ Ce -l (5) 

where e -the characteristic scale of space region which determines the magnitudes of 

the gradients so that 
./ 0 
c. it 

1> 
' 'Ox 

1 
=e. 

Thus, the order of the magnitude V\( is 

Assuming 

where C -the 

a */J .t.. .1. 1 w = <I ~ s: .t. s::: 1: s:: ... ve c
1 

Ly. 

8e =ol. e) E,... ;:, f t , fv = r c J 

total energy density, we find: 

a*e.t .1 1.. 6 _.v C («-t f+ ({) r ~LCZ C~ /3 .t. ff' · 
In accordance with the definition, the interaction will be strong, if 

L.€. 

- . ......... _____ _ 

J..+ J3 + o << !- ~ {ol..) p) r "7 o) 
w == ~~{~ E '-o~.. "IJ..f> Y.t r::::. E 

<5, > "#i.tc~·- t; {. -
'J.,.t,_, - 1\~eL - t. U"'i~. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

• 
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Now let us consider the neutrino package falling on the electron (in the system 

of the electron and neutrino oentre of gravity), with the oharacteristic wave length }\ 

and with diametric dimensions (l > X • In this case the energ density C is 

Further f_, :: ~ • The condition (8) gives now Q.L< ;1.
0
t; since 

interaction of electron and neutrino occurs if 

(9) 

a >X, strong 

(10) 

The direct calculation shows that the cross-section for the considered process 

V+e.--. r+v' by the order of the magnitude 

S ~ 1\ .t A'!; 
%.. - 0 ".l. 

is equal to: 

(11) 

probably becomes greater Jf ~ if ~ ( .A0 • In this connection it can be expected that 

at the wave lengths of the order of J\ 0 some other effects may occur, which will change 

essentially the electromagnetic interaction of electrons. 

Namely at small distances there arises an interaction between electrons which will 

lead to mutual electron scattering by means of the following process: at first one of 

the electrons emits a pair of neutrinos (or neutrino and antineutrino) and transforms 

into ft -meson. The second electron absorbs these neutrinos and also transforms into 

another fL -meson. Then this meson emits neutrinos, which are absrobed by the first 

meson. As a result two scattered electrons arise. 

These very processes lead to electron charge spreading, i.e. to the arising of 

electron "form factor. 11 

This "form factor" will essentially change both the Compton effect on the electron 

at high energies of photons and the electromagnetic interaction of electrons. 

The origin of such a spreading can be easily seen from the fact that besides direct ., 
absorption and emission of real or virtual photons by an electron it is also possible 

their absorption and emission by fL -meson arising in the temporary electron dissocia-. 

tion into f{ -meson and a pair of neutrinos. 

The situation is analogous to the arising of jl -meson cloud around the nucleons. 

This analogy is, however, incomplete as in the case of ~-meson cloud its scales are 

determined by the Compton length of ~ -meson, and in the case of electron it is the 
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length )\ 0 which is essential but not the Compton length of ft -meson. 

The effects mentioned here are also essential at the wave lengths of real or 

virtual photons, close to 1\ 0 • 

In conclusion one mqre remark about the role of the weak interaction of the mode 

p ~ n + i_-t-+ \} in nucleon collisions. As it was underlined in my paper this inter

action fails to become strong at any energies. 

At the same time it was assumed that the nucleon e~rgy in the centre of gravity 

system is distributed in the ellipsoid volume V"' eoa/¥, where -to - Compton 

length of Jr -mesons ( ti/'j<c. ) or, may be that of nucleons ( ll/M C. ), E - nuclear 

energy in the laboratory coordinate system. 

If we assume that the nucleon energy may be concentrated on any small region, 

then at the lengths of the nucleon waves ~ < 1\ 0 (in the centre of gravity system) 

the weak interaction will become essential. 

We can show it by the considerations similar to those given above for neutrino and 

electron. It can be seen also directly from Tamm-Ivanenko theory of pair~ -forces J. 

The expression for the potential of these forces states: , 
v = (t31) 3 

9-V.:J... 
1ic R_S 

where f<. - the distance between nucleons. 

=- /10 hC 1 (JI )5" 
~JT)3 T 1\o. 

If R< /\ 0 then V = ~~ >> M C. .z.: 

(12) 

And the nucleon is assumed to be point. Thus the estimation of the magnitudes of weak 

interactions in nucleon collisions depends essentially on the reliability of the assump

tion that the proper nucleon energy at rest is distributed in the volume not less than 

( "R~ C. )~ The theory of meson generation in the energetic nucleon collisions confirms 

this last assumption 4 • 

1. 

2 • 

J. 

4 • 
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On a Possible Limit of Applicability of Quantum Electrodynamics. 

D. I. BLOIDXl'EV 

Joint Institute frn· Xudear Re8ean-lt. l.ahomtory for 1'lteo1'f'liral Ph,IJsi<·s - Jlmwow 

(ricevnto il 17 ~larzo 1958) 

Summary.- In the pre~ent note the proc"P""'-'" c•.ompt>tiug "·ith the Pledro
magnetic·. one~ at high energiel-1 are <'onsiderecl. It i>< ><lw~nl that ~<nC'h 
proc·esseR ma_,- hP those iin-oldng tlw fonr-ft>nnion intt•nwt ion:<. 

1. - Introduction. 

It has bPen shown (') that tlw applieation of the mocl<•m I't>nm'Iualizatiou 
ml.'thod in quantum elel'trodynamil·s leads to 11 diffi<·ulty of prilwipl<•, i.e., to the 
nnishing of the renormalized eharge. Although the absolut<• pi'Oof of this 
con<·lusiou was argued (1

), none the less, the present·e of the Jninl'iple diffi
eulties in the energy region E det<•rmiued by the eondition :x ln(Ejmc2)- 1 

(a=-- c1fllc) appears to be rather t·onYihl'ing. The. spaee Sl'alt• 1
0 

.._ (ltjmr) · 

·exp [- 3n/:x] t·mTesponding to this em•t·gr is far beyond the limits of the 
gravitational mdius of the l'leetron as it was first pointed out in (3 ). The 
extri.'Inl' <mergy itself is l'llOl'InOUSly 1tigh (E

0
,..., -mcLexp (3nj:x]). 

(
1

) L. 1). L.txiJAL· . . \ .. :\. ABiri'Ko~ov nud I .. \1. IlAJ..A'r~IKov: Dokl. Akad. 3 .. uuk 
SSS/l, 95. ll77 (19;)4). 

(
2

) X. X. Bo<wr.n:nov and 1>. Y. StHKOV: lntrotluctitJII /o (/tttllllllm Fit>ltl Tlteory 
OI!COW, 1957), pp. 35,'}-356. 

(") )[ )[. A. )[ARKOV: Zu. E;rper. 'J'eor. Fiz .. 17, 661 (1947). 

·-,. 
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:? ll. T. BLOII!!I;h·:\" !!l:?HJ 

It <·an bt> exped<>d, tlwrpfore, that the limits of applieability of modern 
el<>etrodynamies will be r<>vealed nnwh Parlier, e.g., dut> to a possible <'lmnge 
of sp:we-time structure in spaet>-tim<> r<>g-ions whi<'h ar<> small hut still eonsid
embly greater than Z0 • 

There is, however, another possibility of limiting- tht• signitiemwt> of 
quantum eleetrodynamies whieh is more accessible to theoretieal analysis. 

'l'ogether wfth the purely electrodyuamie l.nteraetions of photons, eleetrons 
and positrons there o<·eur the proeesses involving mesons and nudt>ons. They 
may be indueed in a purely eleetrodynamie way, e.f·• by photon intet·aetion 
with an eleetron. ~ 

If it would turn out that the eontributiou of tht>se nou-l'le!'lromagtwtic· pro
eesses exeeed that of the elPetromagnetie ones then it would not be possible 
to consider pure electrodynamies without essentially involving other types of 
interactions. In partieular, from a <'ertain en<>rgy E",. tlw expansion in a s<>l'ies 
e2flic would beeome not r<>asonable. 

'Ve will show that sueh a eompeting- interadion may bt> th<> weak four
fermion :Fermi interaction. 

The validity of this interaetion in the high ener,gy region is not experimentally 
eheeked and different theoreti<'al doubts on tlw applieability of this iuter
aetion for the ener1,.>ies E » me• may arise. 

However, we shall start from the assumption about the applieability of 
this interaction up to Yery high energi<>s and eonsider the <·mwlusions rt•sulting 
from this assumption. 

The physieal property of tlw pure fermion intt>metions is that their matrix 
elements do not decrease with the inerease of tlw etwrgy of the fermions in
volved in the process, while the matrix t>lenwnts of the pro<·<>sses involving 
bosuns (photons, 1t and K-nwsons) de<'rease whilt> the boson en<>rgy inereases. 
It ean be ac<>ounted for the faet that tlu• boson fi<>ld falls as J( ! with in
creasing boson energy as follows: 

lP. = I·:~ exp [iK.rlb1 + <'Onj. 

where K is the boson momentum, b; is the operator of the boson prodtwtion: 
while the fermion field is constant with increasing f<>rmion <'Jil'rg-y: 

"Pn"' 1t·K exp [iK,rJa; + conj., ~ 

where nK is tlw spinor amplitudt>, a 4 is the operator of fermion pmdtwtion. 
\Ye shall show further that due to this property the fermion interal'tions 

become essential in the electromagnetic. processes mneh earlier than the Ptwrgy 
reaehes the logarithmi,ii1imit E-.- mc2 exp [3n/Cl:]. 

~ ,. 

• 
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2. - Fermion-electromagnetic interaction. 

Let us t·onsidt>r the interadion prot·ess of a photon (K) with an eledmn 
(e) lt•auing to the prodnl'tion of a (J.-meson (:J.) and two neuh-inos (v, v): 

(1) 

8ul'h a prot·eH:'l will lw <ll'St·t·ilwd by the interat:tion Lagnmgian 

wht-t'C dl~ o= (l .. A.) i~ tiH• t-iedt·on intPradion (I. i~ the electron CUlTCilt} with 
thl· dt>dromaJ.metk fieltl (.1 is tlw wl'tor potential), elY; .. has thesame meaning 
for a mt>son. I<'inally, g W •. ,v is tht> fom-fi•rmion it1tt>nu·tion of aa · ele~tron, 
a !J.-rueson and a m•utrino: 

is tlte Fl•rmi t·onsta.nt, .t1 0 = ti · 10- 17 t·m\ wlwreas 

llt>re lp, .• VJ:"' lp., art' tht> spinm· PlPdron. nwson a111l neutl'ino fields, respet·tivel~·; 
0 1 and 0 2 an• t'l'l'tain spinor opemtors. 

ThP total PffPt·th·p t·t·oss-SPI"tion fot· till• proet'Hs (1) is: 

(~) 
'':t . 

(J," .. ·c -,· J \r,1f 
. IC 

P~ t1 P., tW.,i':,2 11i>:, ~uJ:, 
2 

(~llh)"tlE, 

wlwt'l' 11:,, is tlw matrix Plt•nH·nt from t ht> iut l'r:tt'tion P!lPrg~- (:!) for prol'l'SS ( 1) 
I'.,. f>., an· twntrino and antitwutt·ino ntoml·nta. E 1 is Pllt'l'J.o- of ·the tinitt> state. 

ThP strudnrP of tlti:;; matrix Plt•mt>nt II',, is RtH'h that in the tirst non
,·anishing approximation it is ~~qual to 

whet'l' JiJ0 is tlw Plll't'g·y of•tliP initial sbtl'. and H .. i:; tlw iutt•nuediate state energy. 
In the system of thP tPntt'r of gTaYit~- of a photon and t•lettron E.,- Ec ,_, ltcK 
(K is the photon waYP YPt·tor), 
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Therefore, I n;.,/ 1
- egK-a. The w~ight factor in (3) is proportional to K 5 

Thus, the total cross-section is as follows 

(5) ' aJ.I. ...._.acA~Kl·.F, 

where .F is a factor of order 1, which weakly depends on K (*). 

Just in a similar manner one may consider the collision of two electrons 
and their simultaneous conversion into two mesons, in accordance with the 
scheme 

•• 
(1') e' + e" ~ !L' + !L" • 

The differential cross-section (in the center of mass system) for this process 
will be 

(6) dqJ.I.J.I.,.:., A~q•P2.F·d.Q, 

where q is the momentum transfer and P is the initial electron momentum, 
both measured in reciprocal lengths. 

On the other hand, the erose-sections of purely electromagnetic processes 
are equai to 

(7) 

for the Compton effect, 

(8) 

a = ..!:. nac1 2.. (1n 4K~ + !) c 2 K• · x• 2 
' . 
pa 

da .. = oc1 - d.Q 
q~ 

for electron elastic collision, 

(9) al' = 
28 oc•2..(ln~K• -3.5) 
9 K• .K! 

for pair production (here K. = (mcjli), oc = (e•jlic)) and 

. (10) - 3 1 I 4 O'y - 4oc xz ln x~-- 3.5 
• c 

for the bremsstrahlung in the electron collision. 

(*) These qualitative conclusions are supported by more detailed calculations made 
by Dr. M. )lAYER (Rumania). The author is very grateful to him. 

~ 

• 
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L929J 
ON A POSSIBLE LBUT OF APPLICABILITY Of' QVANTUM ELECTROOYNAMICS 

5 

The (•ompa.rison of these cross-sections "\\ith those of mixed processes (I) 
and (1') shows that 

(11) a:• > a, with 

(12) (J!J. > u, with 

(13) da!J.~-< > du," \\ith "' ~ 1 
q :> a~ A ' 

- 0 ' 

(U) a:•:• > a, with 

Here the factors - 1 are omitted (*). 

We s<>e from these inequalities that if four-fermion interactions may be 
eonsidered applicable in the energy range K > 1/Ao, the processes with neut
rinos and !.L-meson production are more intensive than the purely electro
magnetie proc·esses. Th<> eorresponding photon and electron energy iu thc,L 
syst<>m of center of gr:n·ity should be greater than (licjA

0
),... 2110 GeV. 

This is a great energy hut, nevertl1eless, it is much· lower than the loga
rithmic OIH'. 

It should be noted that the produetion of nudeou and meson pairs will 
play a considerably smaller role, since their production cross-section will be 
(mf ~!) 2 times lell:s than that of electron-positron pairs. 

The processes involving the production of neutrinos and boson mesons 
will be essential later, due to the above-mentioned diffe:ence in the behaviour 
of the boson and fermion matrix elements. 

Thus, the fermion interaction may be the one which restricts the region 
of applicability of eleetrodynamies by a scale > A

0
• For smaller scales and, 

eonsequently, for energies above IICj£1 0 it i& not reasonable at all to study 
electrodynamics without eonsidering the processes involving both 1-1--mesons 
and neutrinos and the :Fermi eonstant g, together with e2 jftc. 

(*) Note that pair produetion in this energy range is the main electromagnetic 
proepss. 

RL{S8VNTO (*) 

8i cousiderano nella preseute nota i processi che aile alte energie competono cou 
quello elettromagnetico. Si dimostra che tali processi possono essere quelli che inte
ressano le interazioni fra quadrifermioni. 

( •) Trudu=ione ct C'UI'ct della Uedaziotte4 
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THE PHOTO-PRODUCTION OL_"))-V PAIRS ON ELECTRONS 

I. Ciulli, s. Ciulli, J •. i"ischer and \'lang Yong. 

Two years ago Professor. D.I. Blokhintsev suggested that 8.t very high energies the weak 

interactions could become comparable with the electromagnetic interactions. [1]. Among 

the processes he considered, the photo-production of ~-v pairs on electrons 

( f+- e ...... )I +V + )4 ) has a larger cross-section than others, and he estimated roughly 

that it could be comparable with the Compton-effect at 250 BeV. We calculated in detail 

the expression for the cross-section of the above mentioned process, and obtained a value 

which confirms his estimations. 

The interaction Hamiltonian has the following form: 

(I) 

+ fr~f«l1+f;Jyprif;~!I+~J'f"J +- /fi£./.ft+J{JreXf,f..f{+tfsl'!'vJ. 

and we took into account the two diagrams of lowest order, which are similar to the 

lowest order diagrams of the Compton-effect. 

After averaging over the initial polarizations and summing over the final ones with 

neglecting the quadratic terms in 

for the total cross-section 

~ and we got the following expression 

l f/<fiJ(f}k}(?,/).) 

X - [(fi+kt-~- "":.r -
(k !J.}{~ Alt'P,kJ 

ftft--kr +- 'Tn;.f + 
(2) 

~· -,. 

i-

'. 
!' 
i 
1 

r. '. I, 
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This expression was integrated in the oent.er of mass s7stem and the following extreme 
relatiTistio approximations were taken: 

E 
t .. - C4) = r ~ ~ =lit./ J1 

(where £ is the total energr of the s7stem). 

&. ....... _.E.. 
~ -.2. ~ "'=~ 

The final expression of the extreme relat1T1stio oross-seotio~ is 

~ -J4 lla c.l (tn. ~ - 0. 70fJ,) 
4 "'' 1Jt,... / 

•• 

where CJ is the energy- of the r -quanta in the center of mass S7Stem. 

(J) 

Using the well-known expression for the cross-section of the Compton-effect in the 

center of mass s7stem 0c , we found the condition for 6'".,.. :>G; as being 

a./.l a a ,..• 
.!_W>?£1l.~ 4'1f, GcJ (4) 

aDd thus, the cross-section of the v-~ pair photo-production on electrons becomes 
,i equal to that of the Compton-effect for an energ of the incident :' f r -quanta w = .2438w. 

We wish to express our thanks to Professor D.I. Blokhintsev for the helpful discus-
, sions. 
l 
' 

J 

l . : 

[1]. D.I. BlokhintseT, Nuovo Cim., 2• 925 (1958). 

R e f e r e n c e 

See also the work of M.A. Markov. 

Translated b7 authors • 

• 
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ON THE GENERATION OF FAST NEUTRINO BEAMS 

v.s. Barashenkov, Hsien Ding-chang 

Many physicists are lately attracte.d by the possibility of experiments with the 

high energy neutrinos[l] • These experiments give a fine opportunity to investigat& 

many important properties of weak interac~ions. In particular, it is possible to test 
[2::1 

experimentally whether weak interactions really become strong ones at high energies • 

Intensive neutrino beams of high energies m~ be generated with large proton 

accelerators such as the synchrophasotron in Dubna and the JO-BeV accelerator in Geneva. 

In this case neutrinos appear when charged pions produced at fast nucleon collisions 

(see Fig. 1) decay. The energy spectrum and angular distribution of such neutrinos 

m~ be calculated if the spectrum and angular distribution of the pions produced in 

JV-A( -collisions are known. In the general case the problem is rather complicated, 

especially if the finite dimensions of the neutrino detector are taken into account 

~ (compare(J]). However, the calculations are considerably simplified if only fast 

neutrino, outgoing at small angles in the direction of the primary accelerated proton 

beams are considered. In this case the emergence angle of neutrinos 9v is little 

differing from the angle at which the decaying pion was moving: 8-v::: 8 (see Fig. 1). 

Further on we shall consider the neutrinoes with the energies Ev> 1 BeV and the 

angles Bv of the order of several degrees. As in the planned experiments the 

neutrino detector with the square of the transverse cross-section SD--1 m2 is to be 

placed at a distance of some tens of metres from the target I), such approximation seems 

to be quite sufficient at present. 

If is the ~omentum distribution of the outgoing charged pions in the 

direction 
.. 

from the primary proton beam, the corresponding energy spectrum of the 

neutrinos at distance of L from the target, where the pions are generated, has the 

l) Remind that due to the relativistic contraction of 'time fast pions will dec~ 
only at great distances from the target. 
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form 

wv (E. e. L) = a. J w7f ( P; 8) { 1 -- u·.p (- ~ ; ) } ~ . 
(I) 

Here a. = 1-n. :t ~ .,.,.._,., -}-' ~ ) 
J '""- - is the pion mass; f'- - is the muon 

mass. If L is given in metres, so ' -2. 

the charged pion. 
L =- 'r c.· 1 o .. 7. '8 : --z:: - is the life-time of 

. .. 
Expression (I) differs from the corresponding expression for the Y-quanta, producec 

at neutral pion decay[
4

,
5

l only by the exponential term and the value of the coefficient 

Q..• 

The calculated values of the ~eutrino spectra for the 'angle 9 = d' are in Fig. 2 

in the logarithmic scale. The 'calculations showed that at small angles the neutrino 

spectra very weakly depend on the aagle. For example the values of the neutrino spectra 

for an angle 9 = J
0 

are only 5 per cent smaller than the corresponding Values for 

e = 0°. It is also seen from Fig. J where the flux of all neutrino with energies 

E > 1 BeV and E > 2 BeV for the angles e = 0° and e = J 0 are given. 

(f) J ) w"' c~.a..). W11 CE,B,u c:te 
E >t 

(2.} f W 11 (B,L)• Wv (e, e, L) c:tE 
E>z 

<i) 
In Fig. 2 and J the spectra W., and fluxes W., are given, which are calculated 

from the spectra of the charged pions created in one single act of inelastic nucleon
nucleon collision in the target 

J Wv(E,6,LJ )clBtlE •'k.. 

where 11. = 2, J - the mean number of charged pions, generating in one single act of 
., t5 6] inelastic 1v- !{ -collision at the energy of 10 BeV ' • The values of function 

W1r ( .P, 'B) are calculated as in papert 5l according to the statistic theory of 
multiple production. 

._. ~ ~------

• 
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It is seen from Fig. J that the neutrino flux per unit solid angle 

increases rapidly as the distance from the target increases. Table 1 gives the limit 
values for L • 0a ." 

However, with the increase of L 
the solid angle of the neutrino detector 

llD-= SD /L
1 

decreases rapidly. Therefore the number of neutrino registered by the 

detector decreases as the distance between the detector and the target increase: 
_, 2 

at distance L = 3 o M 1_ '
4 

" i 0 neutrinos pass through 1 em of the detector 

area in one single act of inelastic nucleon-nucleon collision, at distance L = 50 m 

and 100m o,6xl0-8 and 0,27xlo-8 neutrinos correspondingly. 

~hese figures might be very useful for various estimations when planning 

experiments with the synchrophasotron of the Joint Institute. 

Concluding we thank M.A. Markov for numerous discussions and valuable advice. 

We also thank R. Asanov and I. Polubarinov for discussion and critical remarks. 

====== ==\ ~=t .. ,======== ======= ==,===== = ====== =========== ===oo_o =~ = ~ ________ _ 
s \w, ce;-> w~· w~:z.., 

----------------------------------------------------
1,5 0,18 

1,4 0,16 

==============================~======================================= 
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Fig. 1. 

neutrino beam produced at the decay of charged pions, generated by fast protons. 
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10-2 

to-3 ·-

10-~ 

1 2 Fig. 2. 3 E 
Energy distribution of the neutrino at different distances from the 
target ~ at angle 8:0° from the primary proton beam. (Logarithmic 
scale). ~ is given in metres; neutrino energy in BeV. The 
laboratory coordinate system. 
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·-''
41 = w~·, (B,L) 

V¥ r - neutrino fluxes with the energy 
& > 1 BeV at different distances from the target L at angles 6 =0°. 
(full CUrVe) and e = JO (dashed curve) from the primary proton 
beam. 

W'"1 is the same for the neutrin·o with the energy E">2.BeV. L is 
.~iven in metres (logarithmic scale), the flux values wc.LJ are given 
calculating on the unit of a solid angle. The laboratory coordinate 
system. 
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INTERAC!!Qli_QrJLEUTRINOESPRODUCED BY PARALLEL MONOCHROMATIC 

BEAM OF st-MESONS 

I.V. Polubarinov 

1. Introduction. The pos~ibilities of experiment with high energy neutrinoes1 ' 2 

from the decay of pions, generated with the high energy accelerators are estimated. 

The estimations suppose magnetic focusing of the decaying pions into the parallel 

monochromatic beam. The neutrino detector of the volume ~ (0,52 or 9,9 m3) is placed 

on the beam axis. It is supposed that the shielding of the thickness '~ absorbing 

pions (as well as all other particles but neutrinoes) is placed before the neutrino 

detector and that the pion beam is abrupting just on the board of the shielding 

(see Fig. 1 and 4). 

In Section 2 and J nece·ssary for estimations most simple expressions for the 
,_. 

probability of the pion decay and the cross-sections of the interaction \) and V 

with nucleons and electrons are collected. In Section 4 and 5 the general expression is 

derived for the number of the neutrino interaction acts in the volume element from the 

decay of the arbitrary pion beam. 

Numerical calculations are made in Section 6 for the case of the infinitely thin 

pion beam and numbers of the antineutrino interaction acts in 24 hours are obtained 

depending on th'e distance \~ between the pion source and the detector for the shield~ 

of different thickness \~ (see Fig. 2 and J). The pion energy is taken equal to 

t::Jt = 4, 2 BeV. The curves are normali-zed on the intensity of the negative pions 

108 me:~~s • On the collision of the 10-BeV proton with the nucleon with the production 

of pions ~ o,o5 of the negati~ pion is produced in the energy interval 3.7 - 5.1 BeV 

( ~ = 4,2 BeV). Thus the given flux of negative pions of these energies appears from 

the flux of ~ 2.1010 proton when 0 1 part of it is absorbed in the target with the 
sec ' ' 

pion production. 

The maximum in the curves ·appears due to the increase of the number of acts with the 

increase of the used part of the pion beam and the decrease of their number at large 



distances where the angle between the pion direction and the direction of' the neutrino 
outgoing affects. 

In Section 7 estimation is made for the case of the pion wide beam. 

These calculations were carried out on the proposition of Prof. M.A. Markov and 

represent the 1959 report. 

2. !!:uion dec!!ol• At pion decay 

~ \.. 
= W\.w- - "'r. 

:£- f"' +V neutrinoes of the energy 
• 

E." 1(£.--~to. e) 
/t.:t:..:i./ (I) 

are produced. Here W\.11' and W\r are the rest masses of the pion and r-meson; £K and 

r~ are the pion energy and the momentum; e is the angle between the primary 

direction of the pion and the direction of the neutrino outgoing. 

The probability per unit of time of the decay or' the pion with the momentum p;. 
provided that the outgoing neutrino has the momentum in ( r .. ,r,+d"") equals (1\::c:..=i.. ). 

1 (;;" ... '\ l(ft'""''cl... m!clf"l Cr( .. '\2. '-1 
ca\4f 'fJr,f·o = J''f~,f"~J '" = $. "t.lt.w)(WM~-"'~)E.v o l~'lf-f"J -Htt~ (2) 

where r,. and p, - are the 4-momenta of the pion and neutrino p.-=-tn"'" , fv -I '- '- '--of 
~(£.11') is the life-time of the pion with the energy ~~ • It results from this 

expression that the ratio of the number of the pion decays with the outgoing of 

neutrinoes of the energy exceeding some 

v 
...::t...:-;.;::"::._-_E..;:o~\4::.-

'I ~'V 
E. """"-o;..~ 

Eo to the number of all decays is equal to 

" >I ~ ""''-" "~o' ~ MQ.X (J) 

E 

If 

is 

ele 

we 

~ 

• 
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====================== ====== ============= ===============-========================·=== 
BeV 1 

2,1 
MeV 

2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

o,4J o,86 1,28 1,71 2,14 2,57 J,oo J,42 ~J,86~4,28 
BeV BeV BeV • BeV BeV BeV BeV BeV :BeV :BeV 

. . . . . . . . . 
======================~======~======~======~======~======!==~~~=!====== 

. . 
=======~========= 

J. ~~tion of neutrinoes_2nd antineutrinoes with nucleons and electrons, 

If 

(4) 

J i = 1,41 erg.cm 

is taken as the Lagrangian of the ~ -interaction then for all possible (in the first 

order) processes of interaction of neutrinoes and antineutrinoes with nucleons and 

electrons 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

we obtain the following cross-sections: 

(8) 
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~1 M\.4 
CS' =-· ~+f -fi.·tv\. ii.:r.\lt c..,.c..a- Po 

1.- 2.(m!·Ht1~) (~.!"-m\-)~ 
~'l. + M" 

J i- m!+m~-\-m~ +ml- _ (m;-mi)!1+(W1~-W\~)1 -2.(m~-+m~)~~-+nt~) _ 
l 2.Mt. iM" 

_ (WI!+~\)(W~l-m~)t + (m~+m%)(~~-m~) + 
1M'-

(, ,. ~)'l.t, 2. '1.)'1..} \.mtt-m~ '-~'-my-

K' 

~t. M4 c." 
G ; ·------
~+e.-."+'f 1'brt4 t.e.~l"o 

i- i.(m;+m}) (m~-~it 
M'l.. -+ M4 

(9) 

. 1- ttl .. + ml + m-v +Me. - \.W\" -h\; + \.~-mv :-"-\.""n+m;~i+M~ 

\ 

'1. .. i. 'L {, '1. t.;)!l (, i. '1..)1 0 '· 'l. 2.* t.\ 

1Mt.. 1M" 

- + 
(WI~+W\!)(~-tn~Y· +(~+m~)(l'll~-~j)t. (m!-~})t.(m.~-rvt';)t.} (lo) 

iM'- M 1 

These cross-sections are written in the arbitrary unit system and the arbitrary of 

reference frame. 

~0 is the relative velocity of colliding particles divided by the velocity of 

light; ~asses ~ and energies ~ are marked by indexes indicating to what particles 

they are related. M is the mass of system being expressed in terms of the energies 

and momenta of colliding particles 1 ( "' or ~ ) and 2 ( ~ l p or e. ) according to 

the expression 

Mt. = ltC..,+@,_)t./ c." - (~ +f~)'l./ c.t. 

In the coordinate system where particle 2 rests and the neutrino or antineutrino 

have momentum p, M L = m~ + 1. Wl'l. f 1 /C. 
If interaction 

;f~):: ..L ('e.<r-)'lC~ (\+"11 5)v<.x))lv ~)'{t'(H·~;) e.~~ « (11) 

~. 
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is taking place, the following processes wiil be possible 

V +~ ...... V+t.. 

~ ... ~ .... v+c... 
the cross-sections for which are: 

The meaning of the symbols is like that as above. For the energy tv~ 1. BeV 

and the other cross-sections are expressed in terms of this cross-section in the 
following wa,y: 

6 ':11:. ~ 6 
'I+~ .. c.+' ~+' ... "" 

6 -~~G 
~+& ... t\+f» W\f ;+f ... M1: 

6 -~!!!&. 6 
'Ha.-t"'I+C. rt\f ~+f-tt\~ 

e- - as~& 6 -
" +C.-t'V""- 'M' ,+, .. t\+& . 

(12) 

(14) 

4. Expre!s!~-~-lS!-n!~~£!Q2-P~A!!~!~!~~z ~~-11Im!-2t-i~iBI!l-~11!Z-2t Ri2DI 
producing them. If ,,. (.it",~) is .the pion phase dens1t7 so that g~()t,Y.,)~it,J~ 

mesons are in the phase space (t,;t+di; f~,f""".lJ:r) , and .\'\A'(f:r~)•t(f:r,f,).l~ 
is the probabilit7 per unit of time of the deoa7 of the pion with the momentum 

provided that the outgoing neutrino has the momentum in cv~, ,, +elf,) then 
;r. 



\ Jfx Jll" ~ ;flf) t(~ ,"(.,)J1 1f, (16) 

neutrino is outgoing per unit of time from the volume {X ,;i +rlx) with the momentum 

(-t '=" '""' - -in \.f" ,f., +ca.p.,, • Only those neutrinoes will hit point ';1 from point )1. which 

have 

~ ~ "j-x 

''"' li-x\ 

... 

We have J~:y!"Jy~clSl in the spherical coordinate system with the origin in X 

(17) 

If 'lfv is the velocity of neutrino, \ i -X\ 'l. 'Uv d Sl. is the volume which is occup:ted 

by all neutrinoes ingoing into dst per unit of time. Therefore in volume 

( i, i +eli) will be 

~ cl~ Y~ ~ ,f'x) t<.fx , "f.,) J.~ elf.,!~ _ ~ cl~ j" ~ ,~) t(y", fv ~) .l x r~ Afv Gl~ 
lLJ-~)~.'\S.,clSl.. - (~-x)1...r~ 

neutrinoes with the momentum in the interval ( p., ., y., +dy.,) supplied by the volume 

( ~ 1 ~-+ J.~ ) or 

'"' d'"' cl - ll11. _, ...., _, ~ fv ctf! -" ~ 
1-f \ _, _, 9.. I 

~.,t'A,f.J) ~ ~- lq-;t)'- At~ ~-:stGt,fx)t(f3r ,f., \~-x\) ,c. J'A (18) 

neutrinoes supplied by the whole space. 

Consequently in the phase space (i 1 i + 4 ; fv l y., +J.f'~) will be 

~,{~ ,fv) cl~ cl~ = \ }~'l. ( cl~ ~?(x ,~) t(f""!r ,~)~( ~ _ 5'-:\ cl~~j 
~ l~- ) ~ 'Jv"\ \q-'lt\} 

~ -~i) . "" ~ 1i l\f,\ - \q-x\ - two-dimensional neutrinoes. Here ~ -function taking 

into account (17) and having the property 

( (1_ .... __,:\ 
) A str b \'f'- r~-~') = i 

t 
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Thus the neutrino phase density is equal to 

(19) 

5. ~number of events V+f- t\+i:' per unit of time caused bl m!;tineutrinoes 

~pion deca.y in volume l '{ 7 i +Jij') is evidently equal to 

·· .. :· 

(20) 

where is the proton density; 6(fv) - is a cross-section of the interaction 

of the neutrino with the momentum Pv with a proton, "\So (f") - is a relative velocity 

V - proton, j" ('{, fo~J 
density, i.e. (18). 

- is the integrated r~spect to the directions of V phase 

By setting (18) into (20) we' have 

6• ~~~~matic beam of pions. The beam of decaying pions moving along 

t -axis has the phase density. 

f-x(K' ,k) = ~ b(p~-k) \~)i>l'!) E...~ ~ 't"(.£ll) 

" 
(22) 

where I - is the linear flux of pions through point i! = o, ~ 
and ~A their momentum and velocity. The detector will be taken in the form of a 

sphere of radius a&. with the centre on the beam axis in point i!CIL (Fig. 1). The . 
pion beam will be considered to begin and abrupt at distances 

respectively. 

~ t. and 1f 1. from c., , 

j:~r(i',{) 
.. 

!l~ J"(v) Substituting and in (21) by their expressi,on (22) and (2), 
.... 

(over the sphere volume) respectively, integrating respect to ~ and respect to rv 
and substituting 6 l\'v) by approximate expression (14) we obtain the number of 

events (7). per unit of time in the sphere volume equal to 
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_ 11 S'r mlf dy., t. t. t. t. -~ l ~ ~ ~ .. , 
~(V~eu)- '\{ Tf~_,, ... ~._ ....... '\o_ .,., 6(f~)'tro(f~6Br~ p:l(-(m;~-2.~EJ] \clt~ ~"'a ... -<~= 

where 

~. s,_ 
1i :...-'" t.\ t. ~a. \ _ Iy,<..-...-"'r11 . :r . e. -1S.-c(k) J ~ 

- U-:rt~'l:~ \" ~ 'i. 
~ ~ 

'Uw't(€w) • !. a..t 

~ . f~r ·-y 

o..'
i- ..,~.. 

{ 
~f~ e~.. ~i!5-+P,.~ -r a..'- ltw+v~ 11" -. 1 t ,~. 4.'-

. li + ~· mh~ \ """"' · 1.+ .+.-·-,. 
Q r.. !.. 

C,.n "i = ~£i!5£."- m;~r +mr 
l.f3r£." 

:1. .. t;ii:C_i il 
:II 

} 
(2J) 

The results of calculations according to this expression are represented in Fig, 2 

and J. It was supposed that the linear flux of negative pions is equal to 

I = 108 m::~n their mean energy ~ = 4,2 BeV, a.= 0,5 m or l,JJ m (the sphere 

-voltune 0,52 m3 or 9,9 m3),- ~p = 1,2x1o24 prot~n • V of low energies, detected for 
em 

'' = o,5 m, are interacting with a smaller cross-section than that given by (14). 

Therefore the curve for \, = 0,5 m in Fig. 2 gives excessive values. 

7. ~parallel beam of pions. In case of wide parallel monochromatic beam of 

decaying pions 

{

3 ~ cv .. , 
~ G< ,~) = ; 'ii(l-f..) e- r.~~<t..) inside '13\ 

(24) 

outside \jl\ 

where J is the initial flux per unit of surface, v3t is ~he cylindrical region of 

radius e with the axis, parallel to pr3t 
the form of an infinitely thin (of thickness 

(Fig. 4). The detector will be taken in 

ell ) disc \Vith radius Cl.. • The disc and 

beam axes coincide. 

substituting ~Jr Q(,[) and ~~ ,f~) in (21) by the expressions·(24) and 

(2), respectively, integrating respect to i{ (over the disc volume) and the azimuth 
~ 

and the distance from axis of ~ , we obtain 

Y\ 

If 

1 

J 

• 



• 

If OL= Q = 0,5 m and 

detector volume vdl'>c-

expression (9) for \, 

as before 
J 0,52 m , 

= 25 m and 

81 

I-"1~(1.l = 108 ~~e!?Jm, f...,.= 4,2 BeV, the 
J sec ...... 

~r = 1,2.1024 I!rot)n, the last expression and 
em 

~1. ::. 'i!:Cll.= 50 m give 
event 

~ = o, 075 24hours • 

I express my gratitude to Prof. M.A. Markov for the suggestion of the problem and 

continual attention. 
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.£!!._~~Q!_)I I GH APPROXIM.ATIQIT§...Bill.J!2Ll!LZ.Qllll=f~lli:JIQ[ 

nr~g~!I2rr2 

R.A. AsanoY, B.rr. Valuev 

The applicability limit of the recent weak interactions theory on the b<>,:;js o:f the 

2.np_lysis of different high effects over the interaction constant is discussed below.fl] 

The quantitative estimations of these effects depend on the cut off the correspon-

ding divergent integrals. The comparison with the experiment gives upper limits for the 

cut off momentum. 

As it is known, weak interactions are well described in the fi:r.st ::cpproxlmation of 

the perturbeltion theory over the constant G-
It is explained byllie Gm~llness of the 

constant G , 
G.lc.t L :L 

/(jJt) , here 
or, more exactly, by the smallness of dimensionlesfl expans-Lon parerwter 

1< - j_s thP. maxim~->.1 virtual momentur~ ("cut off monentum''). 

l'he ur.e of hi.ghly 'lOn-satisf:tctory "cut off" tnchn-'J~ue Nas :for th"l rresent 

::ine·vi table, as the four-fermi on interact ion theory i:::; not Tenor;lJal lzeO. ~Jl ; t s pr8 sent 

formo for the momenta -k<<. 1000 fYJN, sa;y, for f,.._, m,]f Or k-mlll t the 8WalJEI'SS Of 

the expansion parameter is provided. However, j_f only j3 l r 
-decay lengths ""'"' ~()- ...... 0 c!!1. 

"l.re essential, the situation may change. The simplest indication on the length v~_lue 

lo-
16 

em may be already obtained from the dimension considerR.tions of the consto.nt G , 
which requires the introduction of some length ~_nto the tlH'!ory (the combin:ltion I'<.'H' 

.j Gfjt;-;_ has the order of lo-
16 

em). Then, some characteristtc length rny be obta:tn~cl 
considering the correction to the proper electron 

fermion interaction (V.P. Silin[2J), i.e. diagram 

fC-e·e 
that p,ives an addition tn the scalar vartant 

mass on the account of the fou~-

of the form 
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-{ . k /Ahfl .J. from where the electron "radius" ( (".-v K , where corresponds to F "" ), is 
-16 due to such interaction, is also equal to ~ 10 em. 

Let us note for comparison, that other lengths (excluding nucleon ones), which 

could appear in the theory, for instance, connected with the gravitational[JJ or 

electrodynamical forces, have, apparently, much smaller value. In fact, the gravita

tional electron "radius" has the value of the order of lo-55 em, and the electron 

"radius," is due to the electrodynamical forces, i.e. to the ~dit:ton to the proper 

electron energy 

.1h1<. ---m(. ~(en.!.+!.) 
:l:JT I'Yt~ 1t 

(\'leisskopf[4] ) 

has even smaller value ~ lo-140 em. 

Thus, if the lengths £ """ (lo-16 + lo-17) em (and corresponding momenta 

lj{,.. ! , 1000 m /II ) are really essential for weak interactions,· the expansion parame-
"' Gk..L 

ter of the perturbation theory becomes close to the unit (~Jf)L ~ ~ and it is clear, 

that in this case the high approximations cannot be negligible. 

We shall try to consider, to what consequences such a situation,would lead for low 

energy processes, using rough estimations over the value order, without taking into 

account the matrix structure of interaction. (Let us note, that account of hi,gh appro

ximations does not lead to a change of the variant 1n the effective Hamiltonian for 
r. ,, c. "f. j3 -deoayL.5.J ). Note, that the conception (~.:~~):L "- i could be attractive for the 

theory of universal Fermi interaction in the sense, that it would decrease the number oi 

phenomenological Hamil~onians, explaining the interaction of all the currents j~ l~J 
between each other. At first, we shall accept, that only one kind of neutrino exists. 

The possibility of investigation of the processes with the participation of strong 

interacting particles in the sense, which we are interested in, is apparently excluded 

as the result of the existence of the electromagnetic (Hofstadter[7} ) nucleon form

factor, which will lead to the virtual momentum cut off at sufficiently 10\v value 

( ~ h1~ ). In a case of absence of this formfactor the account of the second 

t 
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approximation,. for t.""' 1000 In"' , would give /"' -meson transformation into the 

electron, for instance, on the proton, as the result of interaction of the form 

p 

The estimation of the second approximation gives 

0 n ( r--P-- e..:p) 

5""x ( fCf>- n y) 

while the experiment for this .ratio gives 

01f 
<5"r 

-4 [a] 
5.1Q • 

e 

for t •1000 )tl_._, 

Consequently, the experiment would alread7 require the restriction'b7 ou~ off momentum of 

the order of -1c ~~oom, 1however, the •out off" surely takes place even lower, because 

of the existence of Hofstadter formfaotor. 

Therefore, we shall take the processes with the participation of the partioies 
v e } and photons only, which don't take part in strong interactions. The 

process of charge-exchange of muonium into antimuonium 

- ,.., 
fl -e.+ Y-+- V 

with the following Jt--meson dec&T was considered b7 B.K. PonteoorTo[gJ •. The eatima-
3 tiona given b7 him Correspond to the· faot, that for the momeJI,tUil ·t IWU .V ;/0 mN the 

probab1lit7 of this prooes8, •relating to the probabil1t7 of f< +-meson deoq, whioh 1n 

general must determine the life-time of the primar7 s7stem, is equal to 



• 

• r\ .: 

' 

tc>- (r--+e_;- f<--e.+, fC--e-vv) 

~(f<---evv) 
;v 10-S 

that is apparently accessible to the experiment. In case of cut off 1C,...., fn tJ., this 

ratio is man;r orders smaller than (~lo-20). It may be shown, th~t the·prohibition of 
+- - + .. 

the transition J<- e. - f e , which could appear because of muonium and antimuonium 

mass difference in substance ioes not take place in fact. Thus, the experiment on the 

observation of muonium-charge-exchange is quite possible. 

Let us consider the .J<---3e deca;r process with the help of weak intera~tions. In 

the lowest approximation tae diagram has the form 

e. 

[;1<-_·~e r-

the estimation of the centribution of such a diagram gives: 

1-L>- ( rc-- 3 e) 
V>( tt-evvJ 

G.tk. v 
~---

16 JTV 

3 
that· for 1<,-v (0 fh is equal to IV 1, being in an evMent contradiction with the experi-

N _ • -'[to] 
melit. The experiment t;ives for this ratio the value ·• ~ Lf. {0 and it should be 

necessary to take J:.,Qx ~ bO m111 tor .non-~ntradiction with the experiment. Note, 

that we supposed the existence of (ev)(Ve..) interaction. However, diagr.ams with the 

participation of "real n vertices enly are possible, for· i.astance: 

.e. 

f' .::::::.' \!. 

e. 

~ .. ~ 

' 
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3 
For k- {O~ such diagrams also lead to the probabilities, exceeding those experi-

mentally observed, but in this case ~~ax in formulae is of a higher degree. 

Let us consider the diagrams of the form 

~~~ ~a~ e 

leading to fl ~ e+( decay. Tpe estimation of such diagrams gives for the probabi

lity of process t<-- e + 0 

1 
D7' ~ 

__, 1s _, [11] 
~ tc • 

here J... is f- -meson mass. It is known experimentally, that 

We get the estimation from here 

Thus it could seem that the experiment for the present doesn't confirm the supposi-
--

tion of the possibility of large intermediate momenta existence in weak interactions. 
-, 

It sllould be noted, however, that processes of the type fi+e.-_ r<~ r--3< J f<- !+lr 

can be strictly prohibited for the other reasons, but not for the smallness of inter

mediate momentum. It would be enough for this, for instance, the existence of two 

kinds of neutrinoes \)~ and \)r-each of them interacting together with electron or 

muon only[l2J. In this case all the considered diagrams would be prohibited (except 

the proper energy diagrams of electron and muon). In the scheme of Feynman and Gell-Man~ 

such processes are prohibited with the help of phenomenological prohibition at neutral 

currents of phenomenological prohibition at neutral currents j .{_ . As to the existence 

of two kinds of neutrinoes Y e. and )J , such possibility in fact exists till now, and .. r-
it is necessary to have special experiments to confirm the identity and non-identity of 

these kinds of neutrinoes. (In detail see B.M. Pontecorvo[lJJ ). 

Let us take now the processes, in which the role of high approximations could 

influence even in the case of existence of two different kinds of ~eutrinoes )i~ and 

\?~ J. Smorodinsky's remark[l4] may be essential for clearing out the role of high 

approximations in weak interactions. It is the following: the vector constant 
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14 ,..._ 
determined from 0 , and the constant, determinerl from decay f-evv are known to be 

rather different from each otherf6J (when electromagnetical corrections are introduced, 

tl:if; difference still more increases[16J ). At the same time, as it \"TaR mA.rkecl by 

Smorodinsky, the account of high approximations could influence the diference of 
rv 

effective constant. In fact, if the role of high approximation in the process h- p-t-ei-V 
is apparently small, as the result of presence of strong interacting 

particles (that excludes the possibility of hic;h intermediate momenta) j_n r .... evv -decay 

they would surely play the role: 

,.__ e. e_ 

yl'~y._ 
!<-

e. 

y<. ~c.. 

and it is essential, that the situation takes place not depending on the fact if two 

(muon and electron) or one kind of neutrinoes exist. Hence it follows, that r- -meson 

life-time oh;3erved experimentally, may -differ from the time, which is computecl 

theoretically in the first approximation with the use of constant G-v , determined from 

014- decay. Let us estimate, what restriction this difference bet1·:een L.(ICf' a11of r:tk,.,r 

m8~ put over the intermediate momentum, if to suppose that it is completely obliged to 
rJ 

high approximations. Let us suppose, that the probability of the process tt~ eYv 
is determined only by the sum of two diagrams of the first and second orders, i.e. 

'lfte.,:f = UJ- I.J-jj 

I f1><~ 
y y 

1'hen, supposine G-r IL :::: G- f. ~ 

UJI.-r•if L/1_ /1 + G-,~ :;,. == 
'l..Vlr 

II 
/'1 

v 

1 + ') /C-1 (_ ~-
o( CAt!'! + 

"f;trl 

/C-f.lK y 

16' •:Jr y 

y 

e. 

~ 

4 

t 
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Using data 

1 anct-
~~ 

v1e must obtain 

1.cJl-X+if 

~X = 1 + o,o6. 

rre shall obtain the hardest restriction 

~<.is equal to zero, i.e. ~'f = 1. 

For any other values of the ph:otse 'f , 
for the maximal cut off momentum, if the phase 

(;.k_L ~ -
Then ~R~ ~ O, 06, hence -x,..;t> JOO }'nN • 

estimation is rather rough, neither higher approximations nor electromagnetical cor

rections are not taken into account here. Besides, the value ""C~,. cannot be 

consi<le:rcd much rcl1ab1e, R.s e1ectromagnetical corrections to the vector constant o
1
4, 

111th the help of which thfl corr-ections to T~ are introduoed, are obtained in the 

lowzst approximation and when cut o:ff is used, a.nd therefore, they cannot be considered 

the estimation is less hard. However, the 

(16) fl7] as absoluteJy certain • 

Resumtng, •:1e may say, that the analysis of the problem of existence of high 

momentum /:,._'/( by considering low-energy processes depends first of all on the difference 

or identity of muon and electron neutrinoes. Besides, the situation may change if the 

lnteraction between currents -:JJ.. is realised \'lith the help of intermediate vector 

moson,f
1
'] field; the hspothesio on their exi,tence cannot be apparently rejected for 

the present. 

1'he authors express their slncere gratitude to Prof. Markov for the settling of 
the problem and permanent courtesy. 
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A d d i t i o n 

In the recent.paper b7 B.L. Ioffe[ls] effects of high approximations for weak 

interactions were considered in more detail. 

Restrictions on the out off momentum, obtained in this paper rather differ from 

our estimations. These differences are caused b7 the fact, that some graphs, according 

to B.L. Ioffe, give a small contribution,. while they are essetftial 

For instance, in case of a typical graph (f.,.(.-- fC(.-t) 

r- v r-
e e. 

1.. it turns out, that this graph does not give the term ,., 1c IMcx 

in our estimations. 

We would like to note, that this result is not unconditional. In fact, the term 
1.. 

~t disappears, if to introduce the out off in such a way, as in the c48e of photon 

proper energy in the electrod7namics, i.e. with the conservation of gauge invari~ce 

of the theor7. But VA-theor7 in general has no such a propert7 of s7mmetr7, analogical 

to the gauge invarianoe in eleotrod7namics. (Even the condition rvV~'-"Xr ::::; 0 . 
is not proved 7et). 

The ~bove mentioned graph, taken separately, assumes such a symmetry approx1matel7 
L 

(i.e. for terms ~t ), but requirements to the introduction of out off must include, 

generally speaking, onl7 the conservation of symmetries, characteristic for all the 

theor7 on the whole. 

We are thankful to B.L •• Ioffe for discussion of this point. 
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